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ABSTRACT 

Exploring students' perceptions of connections between their culture and school 

science provides information that might assist in improving science curricula and incrpase 

the number of Inuit students enrolled in academic, college preparatory science. With the 

reality of a new tenitory, Nunavut, in 1999, there will be a need for huit docton, engineers, 

and other science-related prof-onals and technologists, and these people will need to be 

graduates from an acadernic science program ai the high school level. The purpose of this 

study is to determine whether a group of huit students perceive connections between their 

culture and the culture of their school science. The study was conducted in a community 

within the Nunavut Settlement Area. Information was collected using a rnodified Talking 

Circle, a method adapted h m  those of First Nations peoples, h m  two groups of young 

Inuit: a group of grade twelve students and a group of grade twelve graduates. Each Talking 

Circle was audio-recorded and describeci in field notes by the researcher. Data anaiysis 

involved identifjmg meaningfbl categories within data and organizhg the data according to 

centrai topics. This midy suggests that huit students see Western science as being irrelwant 

to meir lives and that they see Inuit science, based on traàitional knowledge and experience, 

es practical and valuable knowledge which should be developed and taught in secondary 

school science. 
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PART 1: RESEARCH ARTICLE 

PISUKVIGIJAIT - WHERE YOU WALK: 

M T  STUDElïTS' PERCEPTIONS OF CONNECTIONS 

BETWEN THEIR CUL,TURE AND SCEOOL SCIENCE 

Students who are provided with opportunities and assistance to take 
control of their own leaming will become partners in their own education. 
They will have input into what they will leam and how, and will set th& own 
goals and evaluate their growth. in that way, students are encourageci to take 
responsibility for their learning, to become the self-directeci problem-solvers 
they will need to become as adults (Department of Education, Culture and 
Employment, GNWT, 199 1, p. 2 1). 

Introduction 

1 have been associated with school land prognuns in the NWT for the last thirteen 

years. hning that the ,  I have experienced many mernorable trips, but one trip in particular 

always cornes to mind. We left our home community with ~ e l v e  students h m  grades nine 

through twelve and traveled by snowrnobile and kamotik (Inuit sled) to a neighboring 

community. The ten-hour trip took us over plateaus, mountains, and river vdleys. We saw 

hundreds of m i u  and came across the only a r a  on BafEn Island where there are miniature 

trees, four- to five-foot arctic willows. 

The moming &er arziving at our destinaton, we traveled for two hours to the floc 

edge with a local hunta as our guide. Within twenty minutes, he had shot a beluga whale. 

For some of our Inuit students, this was their nAt time seeing a beluga whale. Mer the 

whale was harpooned and pulled ont0 the ice with help nOm the students, everyone gathered 

around, closely inspecting it They immediately notiad an abnormaiity in one of its pectoral 
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fins. The students sta~ed theorizing what this abnonnality was and what could have caused 

it. When the hunter cut into the ailargeci area around the fin, a white fluid spurted out and 

covered everyone. Again, the students hypothesized as to the nature of the white substance. 

Upon closer examination of the dissected fin Iying on the ice, the students noticed that the 

ball-and-socket joint was calcified. Again, they hypothesized about how this might have 

0ccUITed. 

The students stood in a circle, surmunding the beluga whale, quietly chanering 

among themselves. Speaking in huktitut while skillfùlly butchering the beluga whale, the 

hunter shared traditional knowledge about whaling as the students listened aîtentively to 

every word. Aware that the hunter had finished talking, students took tums quietly asking 

questions, in Inuktitut, to which the hunter responded at length. Among the many 

experiences on the ice at the floe-edge that day was this biculturai (Inuit and Western) 

science lesson which we al1 experienced. 

The experience with the beluga provided for follow-up in-class science lessons for 

weeks. It tumed out the whale was pregmnt with a tam fetus, which was appmximately five 

feet in length. The students took the fehis to various classes in the school to show to their 

schoolmates as they sh& their beluga expaiences. They dissecteci the fenis, which also 

involvecl leaming the traditional and non-traditional names of the extemal body parts and 

intemal organs of the whale. They leamed the location and fimction of whales in the northern 

food chain and traditional uses Inuit make of whales. 1 had never witnessed such student 

enthusiasm and interest in science. These expniaices demonstrated the effeaiveness for 
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Inuit learners of active participation, shulent-initiated exploration of cdturally relevant 

material and subject matter? and student-teacher collaborations in science education. 

Unfortunately, the reality is that most of our studaits spaid most of their science 

periods at school reading and writing at their desks by themselvs or listening to lectures. 

There are dismally few Inuit students emolled in academic, wllege preparatory science 

courses, as well as limited number of grade twelve academic graduates. Western school 

science as we know it hm failed the Inuit student. 

As a result of my expaience with the beluga whale at the floe-edge, 1 had a number 

of unanswered questions about possible connections or relationships between the students' 

school science experiences and their culturai experiences outside of school. To m e r  these 

questions, 1 conductecl a qualitative study to leam whether students perceive çuch 

connections and how they desmie them. The purpose of the study was to describe young 

Inuit shidents' school science experiences fiom their dW perspective. As a tacher of 

huit adolescents who is interesteci in the interaction of cdture and science, I believe that we 

can use knowledge of these connections to improve science education by making it more 

culturaily appropnate in content and teachiag methodology. With attempts by the NWT 

Department of Education to promote culture-based schooling (Le., increased control of 

education at the cornmunity level focusing on the students' cultural identity) and my personal 

attempts to emphasize Inuit history, traditional values and beliefs in my science classes, 1 

believe that students should be able to identify connections betweai their culture and school 

science. 
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The study has theoretical, educational and social implications. It was initiated with 

a view toward exploring the broad, theoretical implications of the research methodology for 

M e r  application. From an educational point of view, it yields information about the 

validity of currait instructional approaches and content within the presait science curricular 

framework for northern high schools. From a social paspective, it also provides infornation 

from which to consider whether Inuit science shodd be taught separately or integrated with 

Western science to mate a "hybnd scienceT' which reflects the rapid changes within Inuit 

society, particdarly in the Nunavut Territory, where for the first time inuit will have total 

autonomy in their education. 

Background 

Formal education for the inuit of Canada's Arctic began shortly after the end of the 

Second World War, when the Goveniment of Canada opened Federal Day Schools. The 

rationaie for providing education to northan aboriginal children was cultural and linguistic 

assimilation into southem Canadian life and the training of northemen for migration to 

southem Canada to ensure job security (Crowe, 1974). Early northem education was deeply 

rooted in mainstrearn, Western culture. Science and science education were no exception. 

As education amie unda aboriginal conml and direction in the late 1960's and early 

19703, a new paspective on aboriginal northem edufation emerged. This new educational 

paspective began to focus on aboriginal northem cultures and customs for the nrst tirne. It 

was accderated by a hard core of concemeci individuais in the media, in various govemment 

agencies, and in abonginal organintions at the national, ngioaal and cornmunity levels. 
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In the Northwest Territories, six important developments over the last tifteen years 

have had a direct impact on education: 

The creation of Divisional Boards of Education and Community Education Councils 

to assume responsibility for the operation of NWT schools. 

The establishment of the Ba& Divisional Board of Education, in 1985. 

A philosophy of shared responsibility among students, parents and the cornmunity 

(NWT Education, 1989). It states that collectively, students, parents and the cornmunity will 

promote the skills, abilities and attitudes of each s u t  to insure they are responsible and 

confident members of the N W s  rapidly changing, multicultural society. 

The development of Piniqtmt:  An Integrated Program (Piniaqtawt Committee, 

1989). This thematic program developed for kindergarten to grade nine, was designed to 

meet the cultural, linguistic and academic needs of Inuit shdents by integrating subject areas 

such as science, social studies, heaith, language arts and mathematics. 

The fkmework for education in the NWT, Our Shrdents, Orrr Future: An Ehcationul 

Framework (NWT Education, 199 1). This document promotes schooling which incorporates 

and reflects the child's cultural identity and endorses more control of education at the local 

level. 

Most recently, in 1996, the drafi cimiculum, Ihuuqatigiit (Inuuqatigiit Committee, 

1995-96), representing ten years of work by mpresentaîive Inuit h m  the four Inuit regîons 

amss the NWT. Ijzuzqatigiit focuses on the enhancement and enrichment of Inuit language 

and culture. It also promotes the integraiion of the Inuit worid-view with the existing school 

cumculum. 
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Despite these changes, especially to the Kindergarten - Grade 9 northern education 

system, secondary academic (science) education is still predominantly based in Western 

culture and is characterized by dispropoitionate low enrollment and achievement levels 

among Inuit students. Of particular concm is achievement in secondary academic science 

because it is a prerequisite for the pst-secondaiy science and science-related progams 

which Inuit students will require if they are to become Nunavut 's next gaieration of science 

professionals and technologists. Inuit and other aboriginal peoples are severely under- 

represented in the science, mathematics and engineering professions (Assembly of Fint 

Nations, 1988; Kirkness and Bowman, 1992; Science Council of Canada, 199 1 ; Urban 

Native Education Society, 1987). 

Current Western science education is simply not meeting the needs of aboriginal 

people-especially the Inuit On-going attempts to improve the academic success of 

aboriginal students in the area of science education have included the creation and 

implementation of culturaUy relevant teacbing strategies (Allen & Seumptewa, 1993; Garcia 

& Ahler, 1992; Gilliland, 1992% l992b; HofGnan, 1992; Hirst & Slavik, 1989; Ovando, 

1992; Swisher & Deyhle, 1992) and the development of dturally relevant educational 

programs and nirricula (Cajete, 1994; Jordan, 1984; Ovando & Collia, 1985). For example, 

Gilliland claims that "group problem solving is part of Native Arndcan cultue'' (1 992b, 

p. 15 1). Hirst and Slavik (1 989) suggest that using m o p d v e  leaming groups in science 

improve not oniy science learning but aiso the l e m h g  of language. Ovando (1992) and 

GiMand (1992b) dso suggest thar the teaching of language through science activities may 

be an appropriate and efféctive stfategy to support the use of cooperative learning groups. 



One suggested mplanation for the ineffectiveness of science education for aboriginal 

studaits is that they possess cuitural world views that are significantly different fkom those 

of Euro-Americans (Cobem, 199 1). Cobem (1 99 1) defines worldview as the 'Toundation 

upon which cognitive and perceptual fhuneworks are built" (p.22). Cobern (1 99 1 ) suggests 

fûrther that "adapteci to science ducation, worldview theory argues first for en understanding 

of the world as students understand it" (p. 1 15). A numba of researchers have focuseci their 

research on the diffkring world views of non-Western students and Westem teachers, and 

their compatibility with modern Western (science) education (Cobem, 199 1, 1 993, 1 994; 

Glasser, 199 1 ; Jegede, 1993; Ogbu, 1992; Waldrip & Taylor, 1994; Yager, 1993). Cajete 

( 1986) reports that differing world views d i r d y  affkct shidaits' perceptions and receptivity 

to science. From a worldview pnspactive, Simoneili (1994) explains the difference between 

Western science and indigenous science as follows. 

M a n  science, or "indigenou science" as it's sometimes called, is 'ïùll- 
spectmm science". It draws k l y  on all four of the gifts that have been given 
to us as human beings: the spirinial, exnotional, mental, and physical. By 
con- Western science dwells mostly on the physical and mental, often 
rejecMg the spirituai and feeling or emotional qualities of life with great 
arrogance and finality (p. 37). 

Aclcnowledging the differences between the two sciences provides science educators 

with better understandings of how people view their world(s). 

Another explimation for the ineffectiveness of science for aboriginal or ïndigenous 

students is that educators ofken fid to reaiize and acknowledge the actual science and 

technology local indigenous people have been Usmg for centuries, the knowledge and skills 

people have and what they f d  is re1evant to them (Knamiller, 1989). To this end, research 



has focused on creating culhnally relevant prognims and c ~ c u l a  Marinez and Ortk de 

Montellano (1 988) provide their rationaie for creathg and Vnplementing a culhirally relevant 

c ~ c u l u m  for aboriginal snidents. 

A culturally relevant curriculum provides teachers with resource materials 
and approaches allowing them to enable studmts to: develop pride in their 
culture's wntn'butions to science, leam science h m  a familiar cultuml base, 
be motivated to consider science as a amer, and recognize the importance of 
science in their life (p. 2). 

According to this view, comecting science education to aboriginal science provides 

students with the benefit of co~ecting new leaming to prior knowledge and experiaice. But 

more than that, comecting science education to aboriginal science shows students that 

science is not just "a white-man's thing" (Greer, 1992). 

It is important that Indian students understand what science is and learn to 
appreciate how science affects their daily lives. By doing so, hdian students 
can see that science is something that is usefbl to them and not something 
which only relates to non-Indian culnire* (ORBIS Associates, ad.). 

Williamson (1994) reports that an aboriginal curriculum must be based on students' 

experiences. However, meaningfûi experiences for aboriginal students can occur oniy 'if 

native culture is treated not as subject matter but as the basis of pedagogy itself" (Leavitt, 

199 1, p. 266). As Leavitt ( 1  99 1 )  points out, intepting elements of aboriginal traditional 

skills, related knowledge and beiiefs into non-aboriginal cuninilum may appear to give 

vaiidity to aboriginal cuiture but in fact may cause more hami than good by segmenthg 

aboriginal life in nomaboriginal ways. A researcher of Australian abonginai education 

believes that biculhiral schwhg, or two-way schooling. is rare but possible, and is in faci 

necessary to ensure the long term SurYival of a rninority culture (Harris, 1988). 
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Comecting science education to aboriginal science based on aboriginal people's 

special relationship with the land is a prominent theme found in the literature on aboriginal 

science (Cajete, 1994; Gilliland, 1 WZb; Ovando, 1992). Northm educators redize that Inuit 

snidents need elements of the past and the present to create a fiiture based on who they are 

(Stairs, 1 994). 

Educators of Eastern Arctic Inuit students have been encouraged to integrate aspects 

of Inuit culture into their science programs. For example, land trips, including caribou 

hunting and trips to the floe edge for seal and whale htmting, provide excellent opportunities 

to leam both Inuit science and school science, and to ''turn students on" to science. These 

rd-life expaiemes demonstrate the effectiveness of active participation, student-initiated 

exploration of culturally relevant material, and student-teacha collaboration in meaningful 

Iearning. Otherwise, science stuûents simply memorize rneanhgless facts and explanations 

with linle or no understanding of science concepts (Tasker, 198 1). 

There has been increasing literatm demonstrating the conneaion of Inuit indigenou 

knowledge to Western science as it is practiced in the Arctic (Anawak, 1989; Cruikshank, 

1981, 1984; Feit, 1988; Freeman & Carbyn, 1988; Johnson, 1987; Mercdieff, 1990; 

Nakashima, 1988; Waldram, 1986). Howwer, there are in fact few reports which a d y  

demonstrate the integration of science and culture into local culture and school cunicula 

(Haukoos, 1991). In partidar, the k e w e d  literature is void of students' perceptions of 

curricular and teache attempts to help than rnake meaningful connections between 

aboriginal cultural knowledge and Western science (Costa, 1995). The rwiewed literature 
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suggests that research approaches which provide students with oppominities to share their 

experiences and opinions are more informative. 

The Field Study 

My research took the form of a qualitative study in which students were given an 

oppommity to share their life and school experiences. I was specifically interesteci in finding 

whether Inuit students perceived any connections or relationships between their school 

science experiences and their culture. A number of related questions helped explore this 

problem. 

What is the nature of these connections 1 relationships? 

How do students desmie these connections 1 relationships? 

Do the students talk in tams of specific or genaal mmections 1 relationships 

between science and culture? 

What is their understanding of science? 

How well do these understandings match teacher expectations? 

How succcssful are the efforts of interesteci people to make the connections 

and to make science curricuium more nilturally relevant? 

The study was conducted in a Nunavut Settlement Area community of the Northwest 

Territones. Since it is a relatively large Inuit community with Inuit h m  various surrounding 

communities, excellent tnmsportation Linlcq telmmmMication capabilities, ducational and 

training resources, and a local labour pool of skilled workers, the students were more likely 
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to be exposed to connections between culture anci science on a daily basis. For exampie, they 

have direct access to the Internet 

A pilot shidy was conducteci with three grade twelve students tiom an eastern Arctic 

high school in late June 1996 to test the appropriateness and efficimcy of two proposed 

research strategia: focus group interviews and dialogue journals. Results fiom the pilot 

study indicated that these sîrategia w m  culturally inappropriate. For exarnple, of the three 

pilot study participants, one dropped out because of a disagreement with another participant 

over a response to one of the interview questions. This was the very thing 1 had hoped to 

avoid if at al1 possible. I also found the interview questions to be too stnictured and closed- 

ended to elicit adequate student response. Moreover, the -dents felt they had to reach 

consensus in the focus groups. As weli, dialogue journals were not well received. They 

demanded writing, to which the students were not willing to devote time and effort. A 

revised methodology was requird. 

As I searched for a nithirally appropriate methodology for this study, I was remindeci 

of characteristics of Inuit elders 1 have had the privilege of knowing over the past thirteen 

years of living and teaching in the Eastern Arctic. A few of these characteristics include 

not taiking too much, too often or too long, 

s p d g  only about what they knew or were familiar with, and 

if the point they wished to make was important, repeating it in different 

forms. 

Having participated in Talking Circles during my graduate studies, 1 was awate of 

the power of the spoken word during such a respectful sharing of feehgs, experiences and 
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points of view. Graveline ( 1996) notes that an essential nom of a Talking Circle is to listen 

attentively so that the wisdom containexi within the speakers' words may be h d  Graveline 

(1996) also believes that "through respectful listening we are better able to enter into 

another's experience through their words" (p. 178). 

As the intention of this snidy was to listen respectfully to huit students' feelings and 

experiences, and their perceptions of connections between their culture and science, a 

modifieci traditional First Nations Talking Circle was utilized as the sole research strategy. 

This goes against the Western research beiief of triangulation, but 1 believe very stmngly that 

the power of the Talking Circle is that it permits participants to speak in their own voices 

describing their own school and life science experiences and to reflect on these. 

I gave a brief descxiption outlining the d e s s  and power of a traditional Talking 

Circle ceranony as practiced by First Nations people at the initial meeting of both participant 

groups. A set of basic rules was articulateci and was adhered to by al1 participants and the 

researcher throughout the initial and subsequent T a h g  Circle sessions. These rules were 

one person speaks at a time 

no one is for& to speak 

no time Limit is placed on what the speaker has to say 

everyone in the &le listens respectfùlly to the words of the speaker 

the penon on the speaker's left is the next one to speak 

no one is pennitted to criticize or speak negatively of what is shared in the 

circle 
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Each TaUring Circle began with the m h e r  stating clearly the intended theme for 

discussion. This was as an atternpt to help participants understand what was expected of 

hem, to collect their thoughts and remain focused throughout the Talking Circle session. 

Eight students participated in the study, four (two male and two fanale) current grade 

twelve students and four (two male and two fende) former grade twelve students, hereafkr 

referred to as "the graduates". The graduates requested that the snidy be conducted at the 

home of the researcher, while the grade twelve students requested that the study be 

conducted in a school setting. The study was carried out ova a two-month period, Novanber 

and December 1996. 

I conduaed two Taiking Circle sessions for each group. The Talking Circle was 

semi-structure& with a bnef orientation to ensure that the main issues were addressed. Each 

Talking Circle session lasted for about two hours. Ali students were encourageci to share 

their thoughts and expexiences in their own way. As researcher, 1 was required by the 

protocol to be a respecâul Mener as well. This helped me to gain access to students' 

thoughts and experiences. The format also provided the students opportunîties to make 

additional comments beyond their original responses. The Talking Circle thus became a 

reflective exercise, of which d l  students spoke positively. On occasion 1 repeated or 

rephrased questions in orda to cl&@ meaning for students. 

Each Talking Circle session was audio recordeci. 1 dso made written notes as 

suggested by Hopkin (1985), Krueger (1989), and Patton (L987), so as to avoid missing auy 

relevant information such as body laquage, which is commonly used among Inuit (see 

Appendix D). 
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Talking Circle sessiom were structrned in the following manna. The first round of 

the Talking Circle focused on students' memories of growing up, how and what they leamed 

in family settings pnor to attending school. This round of the Talking Circle involved two 

strategies: the historical interview and the intewiew about specific events (Osborne and 

Gilbert, 1979). Historical interviews began with each student's memories of growing up. 

Students were encourageci to recall and relate learning experiences in g e n d .  

The second and third rounds of the first T a h g  Circle session exploreci students' 

school expexiences and school science experiences, respe*ively. Some of the students talked 

about both Inuit science and Western science when discussing schwl science experiences. 

1 took this opportunity to ask them to elaborate more on [nuit science and Western or 

Qallunaat (i.e., white man's or Western) science. 

The first round of the second TaWg Chle  session focused on snidents' perceptions 

of the extent to which Inuit culture is reflected in their school sciemce classes. 

The second round of the second Talking Circle session focused on students' 

perceptions of connections between Inuit culture and science. In this session 1 wanted to 

know whether inuit students understood that culture and science were interrelated, and if so, 

how. 

Data CoUection and Andysis 

The Talking Cide, having bem audio-recorde& was then transcnied for analysis. 

The fieid notes kept by me during each Tailàng Circle were supplemented with detailed 

observations and reflections inmiediately a f k  each session. Findings wne shared with each 
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participant for d o n s  and feedback at the beginning of the next Talkirig Circle d o n .  By 

their nature, the Talking Circles were essentially a series of vignettes of students' thoughts 

and experiences. 

Note: Excerpts nom the Talking Circles are referenced in the following sections by 

the numbers of the Circle, round and speaker, for example, l/Z4 indicates the f h t  Circle, 

second round, speaker no. 4. Excerpts fiom the researcher's field journal (FJ) are similarly 

coded. 

Fiidings 

The two groups of students interviewai, the gradutes and those still in grade twelve, 

share many perceptions about the connections between Inuit science and Western science. 

Their observations address four aspects of these ciifferences: (1) involvement in leaming, (2) 

the role of respect, (3) the transmission of howledge, and (4) the spintual nature of Inuit 

teachings. Given the clifferences, the d e n t s  talked about why they find leaming Western 

science difficult, what distinguishes the two kinds of science, and what schools might do to 

help bridge the gap. In general, the graduates had had direct experience with naditional Inuit 

teachings, while the grade twelve d e n t s  had only heard about these teachings. 

Nevertheles, they joined the graduates in asserthg the necessity of maintaining them in 

practice as well as teaching about hem in the school sening. 



According to the participants, Traditional Inuit Knowledge involves observation 

skills, hands-on activities and oral history. The graduates talked of how they learned while 

growing up in their home sertings. They al1 spoke of the role obsavation played in their pre- 

school leaming. Whetha they w a e  directly involved with the hunting of animais or witness 

to the h n g  of a harvested animal, everyone spoke of intently observing everything their 

parents did. They talked of their culturally oriented learning, "traditionai knowledge," often 

involving hands-on activities. 

We leamed from observation. In the traditional way, we leam betta by 
observations, by examples, and by demonstrations. (2/4/2) 

1 would spend a lot of t h e  obsaving what my mother and fatha were doing, 
especially when we were out camping and hunting. (2/2/1) 

Everything my mother or father did, I would observe it closely. When my 
father would butcher or cut up a seal, he would nit certain joints, or certain 
areas he would avoid cutting because he didn't want sour tasting mat.  I was 
amazed whenever he would cut without hesitation, even when the area he was 
cutting was completely c o v e d  with meat, he knew exady where the joint 
was. (l/Ul) 

Early leaming was also h m  an oral hisîory in the form of stones, legends and songs, 

which e n c o m p d  knowledge and slcills to ensure th& Sunrival. As one graduate recalled, 

"When my grandmother or mother would tell us stories, it was one way of making us think, 

knowing that we hadn't experienced it yet. Stones were part of the leaming cycle" (l/Zl). 

Parents, olda si'blings or relatives then determined when children were ready to be actively 

involved in a task they had spent time observing. One graduate recalled, during a Talking 

Circle, îhat "my older sistem and both my parents taught me. I was taught when 1 was &y 
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to leam in certain areas. My parents detennined this. 1 wasn't scheduied to do anything at dl; 

my learning was uniimited. When I was ready to leam something, then 1 recejved it; not later 

but right then and right there" ( l/3/ 1 ). 

Leamhg and evaiuation occurred simultaneously, with immediate and positive 

feedback in the fom of praise and encouragement as essential elements. Children were also 

show or told how to improve their work or task, encouraged to persist and pzactice towards 

excellence. Self-evaluation was enmuraged. One graduate said, '4 can remanber my motha 

encouraging me to make it by myself with herdly any help h m  anyone. She would tell me 

to try to solve my own problems but with encouragement, lots of encouragement fiom h d '  

(UUI). 

The graduates o f h  spoke of their traditional knowledge and experiential learning 

oppominities through fishing, hunting, and camping trips. In particular, graduates spoke of 

doing science when they used traclitionai biahing methods to help deliver babies out on the 

land, d e d  can'bou meat o v a  the tundra, gutted fi& navigated water and land by wind and 

stars, and fermenteci w a l w  meat, to name but a few at-home experiences. (Additional 

experiences are included in Appendices D and E.) The grade twelve students, however, did 

not speak of any nmilar home traditional knowledge and experiential learning activities. 

Both the gradutes and the grade twelve stuclents reported that their school science 

often had linle to do with 'W things'' or '%ands-0n7' activities. They perceiveci that the 

teachers compensated for tbis by pviding snidents with relaîed pi- or drawings. They 



reported, however, that looking at pictures and drawings was not the way they learned. 

Without experience, their science leaming was "incomplete." As one graduate said, '%thout 

experiencing if 1 don? get the complete understanding." 

Al1 the graduates reporteci that they did not feel their school science refiected their 

culture to any measurable extmt. Yet, despite this claim, the graduates spoke of being able 

to make comections between th& cul- and Western science, but they maintaineci that this 

ability was something they developed and not the result of tacher or other assistance. 

At home 1 learned in a traditional way, and in school that was completely 
changed. 1 can't say it caused probiems for me understanding science things, 
because 1 was always trying to make connections between the cultures. The 
teachers never made those connections. ( 1/3/2) 

1 don? know exactly how I made those connections but the teachers didn't 
make the connections for me. (1/4/2) 

Three graduates provideci specific examples of comections between their culture and 

Western science but were unable to articulate just how it was they were able to make these 

1 have seen my Dad use a Lever. Big rocks, boulders were used to cover the 
cached meat. We couldn't move a rock so Dad used a stick. He just leaned 
into the stick and was able to move the rock. ( 1 /4/ 1 ) 

We don't live in igloos or qamauqs anymore. These buildings were 
constmcted in a way which was enviromnentally fiiendly. We used naturai 
biiilding materials, nothing was shipped up from the south. These buildings, 
especially the q m a q ,  will disintegrate over the years. You can still see the 
qamauq rings but evaything was enviromnentally fiendly. But today, if we 
abandon houses it is more h g i n g  to the environment. ( 1 /3/ 1 ) 

When my M e r  would butcher or cut up a seal, he would cut certain joints 
or certain areas he would avoid cutîing because he didn't want sour tasting 
m a  1 was d whmever he would cut without hesitation even when the 



area he was cutting was completely covered with rneat, he knew exactly 
where the joint was. In a seme he was a ... what do you cal1 it? ... a doctor of 
anatomy. (1 111 1) 

The graduates spoke of the role science and technology played historically 

throughout Inuit culture- As one jpduate said, "ûur ancestors didn't see that what they w a e  

doing was science. They didn't say, 'Oh! This is science!' It was their survivai. They use 

their knowledge, traditional knowledge in order to siwive. Yet, to me, the traditional 

knowledge practiced by my ancestors was science!" (1/4/1). 

ksw3  

Both the graduates and the grade twelve students spoke of the value of respect when 

asked to rdect on their preschwl childhwd experiences. Whüe not everyone commemted 

direaly on this topic, al1 expressecl m n g  agreement with the statements made by others. 

Evayone agreed that subsequent to attending school, respect was the numba one value in 

their family settings. This respect was not restricted to immediate family members or other 

Inuit It was aiso extended to include animals and the environment. In fact, the graduates 

added that they felt that respect for people, animals and the environment aisured, in part, the 

survival of the Inuit For example, one graduate stated, "When 1 was growing up, respect was 

aiways there in Inuit society. You always gave respect ... wm to a penon you didn't know 

or to one you just met. Respect was your dwrway to a person, in a way" ( 1 / 1/1). Another 

graduate explained, "If our ancestors neva had rrspect for the animds, they would never 

have sucviveci (1/4/1). 



The graduates d l  mngly believed thaî successful hunts were directly comected to 

the degree of respect the hunter had for the hunted animal. They believed that if animas were 

killed cmelly, abused or mistreated in any way, then the animals would not reciprocate 

respect for the hunter by offering thanselves to be sacrificeci. However, the grade twelve 

students expressed some skepticism with regard to hunter respect for the animal and animal 

respect for the hunter. 

The graduates r e f d  to rrspect once again when asked to ~f l ec t  on k i r  school 

experiences. They spoke of the difference in respect at home and at school. 1 had not 

expected this. 1 was surprised when graduates spoke of how respect fiom teachers at school 

had to be earned whereas respect h m  parents peas and elders was unconditional at home. 

Respect at school was gained through good marks and pexformance. These comrnents h m  

graduate #4 and #1 drew no& of agreement h m  everyone (FJ: 111). 

1 knew my parents and f d y  respecteci me, but 1 had different respect h m  
the teachers. If I did a really good job at school, the teachers rewarded me 
with materialistic rewards, but at home it was a verbal mani. 1 began to like 
the matenalistic rewards at school much more (114/1). 

Respect was always there in Inuit Society when 1 was growing up, but 1 found 
respect had to be earned in the Western society. Respect in school came 
mainiy when you got good marks (111 11). 

The grade twelve students did not make refe~nce to respect. Respect or absence of 

respect was only one of the many values the graduates daim have changed over Mie. As one 

graduate reported 'Respect is d i f f i t  now; especidiy towards parents and towards each 

other, like with siblings. There is less respect today than whai 1 was growing up" (U411). 



bvolvement in School L e a w  

Both groups spoke of losing interest in school or being less succasful as they 

progresseci h m  elernentary to junior high to high school. No one remernbered more than a 

handfbl of experiences before junior high and few of these were positive. 

With regard to junior and senior science, attitudes ranged h m  indiffermce to 

boredom and disappointment - disappointment in the sense that they did not feel they w a e  

academically prepared to cope with the type of work they encountaed in junior and senior 

high school. As one graduate reflected, 'TbinlOng back to grades sevm to nine, I don't think 

they prepared me academidly to go into the natural sciences in high school" (l/l/l). 

Another graduate recalled, "My school science otpmences (laughs) ... 1 used to sleep through 

science classes. 1 was one of those people. 1 think part of the problem was that 1 don't 

remember any of our school science material being culturally orienteci to our lifestyle" 

(1/2/1). 

Both the graduates and the grade twelve snidmts spoke of their junior and secondary 

school science experiences as consisting mainly of "just sitting in science class and copying 

notes." Along with school science king mostiy papexwork, d but three graduates spoke of 

never gethg to do "real things" in school science, e-g., f o d  science labs as weil as out-of 

school science activities such as field trips. Although these thret graduates spoke of 

experiencing vay  few "hands-on" school science activities, they did speak very positively 

of archeological field trips. In fa*, they report these archeological field trips as being their 

'bost meaningfbl school science experimces" 



There was a sense of imeasiness among students in both groups when the subject of 

spirituaiity was raised. This was the f h t  and only occasion on which 1 was aware of any 

sense of hesitancy in discussing a variety of topics during the Talking Circle (FJ: 1/2). This 

sense of uneasiness, which relates to the ladc of respect that inuit students believe Qallunaat 

teachers have for inuit mythology, is best exemplified in the following discussion between 

a graduate and myself. 

Researcher But if the Qallunaat teachers were informeci of this knowledge (Inuit 
Iegends) by huit teachers and eldw, do you think they would pass it on to their 
students? 

G: No! Because 1 know a lot of Qdunaat teachas are suspicious, skeptical about our 
Inuit rnythology. 

Researcher They don't believe it? 

G: Well, they do and they don't It is the same with the new generation now, 
especially at the hi& school level. Would you p a s  it on to your students? 

Researcha: You mean me, pasonally? 

Research= Yes, I would, 

G: Then what pefcentage of people lüre you who are Qallunaat teachers would do 
this? (G does not wait for researcher to answer) 1 don't think very rnany! 

The graduates and the grade twelve studmts spoke of the difficulties associatecl with 

learning school science. The main problem area reporteâ was the technical language 

associated with school science. As one gramÜite arplained, "science jargon, al1 those words 



that we have never seen before and will probably never use again, it jwt wouldn't stick to 

my head ... no matter what the teacher did!" 

My school scimce was pretty bad because i couldn't understand what the 
teacher was saying. (2/3/1) 

They (science teachers) had to be d y  specific in orda for me to understand 
science. I needed examples that I could relate to. (2/3/1) 

Every t h e  the teacher started talking about science and ûied to explain it on 
the board without any examples to explain if that was the hardest thing for 
me to understand. (W311) 

1 could understand science betîer if they taught (science) using their hands 
instead of just writing in my notebook fiom the board. j33/ 1 ) 

Drawings of science didn't really help. (2/3/1) 

I've got to see it to believe i t  (2/3/1) 

Our leaming is mostly about the teachen and how they teach. People have 
different ways of teaching, but instead of just writing on the board, if they 
would teach them by their hanch, showing than how to do it. (2/3/1) 

Al1 the graduates stressed that Inuit science should be integrated with Qallunaat 

science. This, they claimed, would aisure they Rceived the best understanding of science. 

The graduates, howeva, wmt on to say that they felt Inuit science would be difficult to teach 

in present school settings for the following reasons. 

Traditionaliy Inuit science is not taught in a structured way or in a school 
classrmm setting. 

If we are leaming about caribou, we need to arpaience the hunt; we need to 
see the caribu being cut up, the parts bang named. We n a d  to feel and taste 
the parts. You can't d y  do that in a classroom. (1 B/ 1 ) 

It involves values and beliefk, which m e  teachers (mainly Qallunaat) don? 
believe in, 



1 think a lot of Qailunaat teachers are suspicious, skeptical of our Inuit 
mythology. ( 1 /4/ 1 ) 

Teachers wodd have to acperience it (traditional knowledge - Inuit science) 
before they could teach it eff 'vely.  

Reading about it (traditional knowledge - huit science) only h m  a book 
would resuit in partial or incomplete leaming. 

Because you have experienced it (traditional knowledge), 1 don? think you 
can eva  forget it. Just reading about something is d l y  different. ( 1 /2/ 1 ) 

In contrast, the grade twelve students strongiy suggested that Inuit science and 

Western science be kept separate. Their rationaie was that the students would find the 

integration confusiag. As well, the snidents suggested that keeping the two sciences separate 

may be one way for huit sîudents to retain, and in some case regain, elements of their Inuit 

culture. 

Both the graduates and the grade rwelve audents proclaimed the existence of two 

saences - Inuit science and Western, or Qaîiumm, science. huit science was not expressed 

in a school course context but rather in the context of theV own experiencs and lives. One 

graduate descnied the ciiffience between Qaliunaat science and Inuit science in the 

following manner, "Science to me is western science or it is traditional Inuit science. 

Western science means somethhg to me in a western way ... it's fïnding out things ... but 1 

can't rnake any comection to them. Inuit science is diffefent. I am relate to that sciaice. Like 

science to me is exploration, hding out thmgs and experimenting. That's what mylour 



ancestors were doing" (1/4/2). Another graduate recalls, "1 can remember stones our 

grandfather used to tell us, and then I started making connections. 1 realized that what they 

did was part of their survival skills, Inuit science*' (1/3/2). Another graduate commented tbat 

'there is no w o d  in Inuktitut which can be translated as "science" as it is dehed in modem 

Western society. Actuaily we (Inuit) don't have taminology for many western science t h g s  

because we never used them before" (1/3/1). Cajete (1986) reports that the same is also true 

in any traditional Native American language. 

Ratha, the thought process of bbsciaice," which includes rational obsmation 
of nahual phenornena, classification, problem solving, the use of syrnbol 
systems, and applications of technical knowledge, was integrated with al1 
otha aspects of Native American cultural organjratiom. (p. 4) 

The d e n t s  also judged their school science to be Western Qallunaat science, i.e., 

biology, chemistry, and physics. InitiaIly I was disappointed with the srnall number of 

comments the snidents made regarding Western science. For example, comments varied h m  

"Western science means something to me in a Western way" to "science is hard to define" 

and "1 don't know." In retmspect, the students probably said more about Westem science 

indirectly by contrasting its characteristics with those of Inuit science. The students also 

claimed they wouid prefa learning huit science to learning Qailrmaat science. The pâuates 

provided characteristics of Inuit science, which are summarized in the following l i a  

involves using ail of the human senses 

was what th& ancestors did to sunrive 

desmies animai behaviour betia than biologists do 

is expeziential and culhwlly relewmt 



has a spirituai component 

The following comments by the graduates are representative of those illustrating 

characteristics of Inuit science. 

If my Dad goes out to sfudy polar bears or a herd of caribou with a bunch of 
biologists, then I'm positive his howledge is much broada and higher than 
the bio1ogists'- in the Inuit way. And 1 know that he knows sorneuluig about 
the animal just by the way it moves. He knows when not to disturb that 
animai and when to stalk that animal. That is Inuit science! 

"Culture and science" makes me think of traditional knowledge. To me 
traditional knowledge is when you have actually experîenced it; you have 
lived it; the knowledge is there with you, it is part of you. 

Dropping melted snow into the mouth of the caught seal gives it back its 
soul. That is showing respect for the animal. Doing this means there will be 
more food for everybody to share in the future. 

Al1 the graduates stresseci the importance of knowing "both ways" of "doing 

science." As one graduate commentecl, "1 think it is important that students see there are two 

ways of doing science." Another graduate remarked, '4 thhic it is very important to receive 

science fiom the Qallunaaî and huit paspectives." in doing so, the graduates clairned they 

would receive the best understanding of science. 

Two graduates spoke speafically of living in two worlds: a traditional world at home 

and a Westem world at schwl. This causeci &em some degree of thutration as they tried to 

h d  a balance between the two differing worlds. One graduate said, "I'rn kind of saick in 

between. 1 don? d y  know which side 1 belong in." This graduate wanted to p m e  his 

education toward a hedth science profession because, as he said, '4 thought that was the 

nannal thing to do." Yet he felt he had to chwse between his traditional worldview and a 

Western worldview. For hirn, borda crossing beîween the two worlds was not an option. (He 



had to choose one side or the other.) "1 needed to back myself up in education, and that 

meant going the Westem way." He was able to provide specific examples of connections 

between his culture and science* but he aclmowledged that they are of not much use to him 

since he has adopted a Westem worldview. His comment represents an bbassimilative border- 

crossing" (Aikenhead, 19%). It is assimilative because it has "forceci that student to abandon 

or marginalize his or her indigenous way of knowing and r e c o m c t  in its place a new 

(Western scimtific) way of knowing." (Aikenhead, 1996, p. 66) 

Many of the grade twelve students were u n d  of the extent to which their cuinire 

was reflected in their school science. As one grade twelve stuâent said, bbSomaimes they take 

us out and teach us to survive on the land ... sunrival skills. A few of the sumival skilis we 

are taught could be considered traditional skills, 1 guess." One graduate stated, "1 cannot 

recail any time in schwl where 1 feh I was being taught our traditional ways. When it cornes 

to traditional (Inuit) application, 1 was not d y  taught about it" Another graduate recaîled, 

"1 remanber our school science material was not culturaily oriented to our lifestyle; none of 

it was. None of the material we had, none of the things we had; there was no relation given 

to it." Yet, despite this claim, di the graduates spoke of being able to make comectiom 

between thei. culture and Western science* but they maintaineci that this ability was 

somethng they developed themselves, and not the result of teacher or other assistance. 

One graduate however, spoke of how she developed skills that mabled h a  to "cross- 

reference" her school sciaice with specifïc cultural examples. For instance* she was w t  

making much seme of a school science lesson about bactaid and fimgal activity. She 

reporteci that instead of simply accepting the school science explanation, she found an 
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example fiom h a  culture which best exemplificd bacterial and fimgal action: femienting 

We were taught in school that if we leave meat out it will rot and we could 
get poisoning h m  it. But Inuit had also discovered using fermentation, that 
is, using fungus and bactaia to make femiented-or "aged" meat is what we 
cal1 it. (1 /W) 

This graduate has bomwed the term bTemientaîion" h m  Western science and 

incorporated it into h a  understanding of an aboriginal activity. She does not modi fy  her 

p r e f d  culhaal orientation towards rotten meat despite acknowledging Western science's 

explanation of the nsk of poisoning from eating rotten or "aged" meat. 

Aikenhead ( 1 996) refers to this border-crossing as an exarnple of "anthpological 

leaming" (Peat, 1994), i.e., the graduate has leamed to "raid the repository of Westeni 

science," enhancing her science understanding without altering h a  p r e f d  orientation. 

The students spoke strongiy of their desire for schools (Western culture) to 

acknowledge the existence and validity of Inuit science. In doing so, they would show 

respect to individual d e n t s  for the knowledge, skiils and expaiences that they bruig to the 

science classroom. Student howledge, skills, and expexiences should be the basis of their 

science ducation and not maely an alternative to Western science. 

1 may have been mare of respect and how it is reiated to achievement in school but 

certainly not of the signincance it had in people's lives outside school setting. From the 

students' comments about how it impacts every aspect of their lives, 1 now realize that 



respect is bigMy valued because it helps huit children develop a stmng sense of self, of who 

they are both in and out of school. 

John Amagoalik, a prominent public figure in Inuit &airs and the man often 

affectionately referred to as  "the father of Nunavut," acknowledges that physicd elemmts 

of Inuit culture have changed and even eroded away, but he stresses the importance of 

preventing the erosion of the non-physid elements of Inuit culture, for example, respect. 

[But] the non-physical part of our culture-our attitude towards life, our 
respect for nature, our realization that others will follow who deserve the 
respect and concern of pnsent gmerations-are deeply entrenched within 
ourselves. The presence of our ancestors within ourselves is very strong. 
(1 977, p. 52) 

Inuit today are atternpting to m i v e  past values and beliefi that have helped to sustain 

their survival for thousands of years. These attempts are channeleci mainly through the 

current educationd system in the north. Thae is a recognized need to mate an educatioaal 

link between the p s t  and the present Another weil known Inuit leader and politician, Jack 

Anawak (1989), claims that '%e as Inuit are taught that al1 things stem fiom and continue 

to be tied to the past, and that it must continue to be respectecl and preswed'' (p. 45). 

Unfortunately, in some places in the north this Link has been l o s  For this reason, elders, 

parents and dedicated educators continue to work hard to incorporate key elexnents of the 

past into school currinila 

Unstructured leaming ofken involved repeated observations. Multi-sensory leaming 

was encourageci in an attempt to show that learning involved the whole body and not just 

parts of it. T h  were o h  repeaîeû, incorporated into play, and practifed in orda to 

provide a sense of accomplishment and @de. These tasks were rneruiingfûl to Lifestyle, 



environment, and ultimately sdval. As Anawak notes "children quickly corne to 

understand in my culture that tirnehonound skills and attitudes can never be relegated solely 

to the past; that they ensure a way of life and d v a l  in the present and for the fuhirr' (p. 

46). huit believe their children ne& to relate theV leaming to their family and environment. 

Children also leam by "relating to others and by h e a ~ g  positive stories about th& 

namesakes and family" (Inuuqatigüt Committee, p. 10). Anawak (1989) details the 

importance of a namesake in the following way. 

From the eariiest possible time an huit child is given an Inuktitut name by 
which he or she wi11 be known. This m e  is bestowed and 'W him or 
her with someone else much older, who may be living or deceased, and who 
is of importance to the child's family or group and was also known by that 
name. This n m e  may have corne to the child's parents or close relative in a 
dream or a penetrating thought in any event the child is thenceforth dealt 
with by al1 as bearing that name. AU members of the family and extended 
group then respond to the child according to the relationship they had with 
the prevîous bearers of that name. (p. 45) 

Of aii the obstacles experiend by students of aaditional indigenous backgrounds 

in learning Western science (Le., school science), 1 would suggest that ianguage, with its 

effect on learning, is the rnost signifiant Students must first make seme of teacha 

instructions whiie at the same tene attempting to gain some understanding of this thing 

called science. The Inuktitut lmguage these d e n t s  may use on a &y-to-day basis in their 

lives is very diffaent fiam the language of science. 1 recall a physics class whae the students 

seemed to understand the concept of acceleration a f k  observing a variety of repeated 

demonstrations. But when 1 introduced units of acceleration, the students simply could not 

understand d .  because there is no such thing on the speedometer of a snowmobile. The 
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student is unable to relate new 1e-g to previously leamed cultural knowledge until hdshe 

makes sense of what is to be le8tlled. This language obstacle is often exacerbated if the 

teacher is not familiar with Engiish Second Language techniques. If there is no common 

understanding, Le., a shared language between teacher and -dent, then little meaningful 

leaming seems possible (Tobin, 1996). I believe this is to be the aise in eastem Arctic 

schools, yet students do receive science credits. How is this possible? Larson (1 995) refers 

to this situation as "Fatima's des." These are des  devised by students enabling them to get 

passing or even high grades without ever understanding science in a meaningfùl way. In 

other words, it is possible for students to obtain a passing grade in school science yet main 

unable to relate anything learned in school science class to their culture. 

The students reportai that their school science ofkm had little to do with "reai realgs" 

or "hands-on" activities. They perceived that the teachers compensateci for this by providing 

-dents with related pictues or drawings. The d e n t s  reportecl that looking at pictures and 

h w i n g s  was not the way they leamed Without experience, their science leaming was 

"incomplete." As one graduate said, 'without experiencing it, 1 don? get the complete 

understanding." This appears to support Bielawski's (1 990) epistemological beliefthat "how 

Inuit h o w  what they h o w  is more often expressed through what they do than in any 

description of it" (p.63). For example, one graduate was sharing an event he witnessed 

involving the medicinal valw of ferrnented meat when he said, 

You can't really put a fidi scientifIc definition on what ucaaly science is in 
terms of Inuit knowledge but you can see it h m  the (Inuit) lifestyle. The 
Mistyle speaks for itseifin tians of Saentific accompüshment or the reality 
of science being applied in our culture. 
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Historically, Bielawski likens Inuit knowledge to Borofsky's ( 1987) description of 

Pukapukan knowledge: "People leam about canoe building while building canoes. They 

learn the names of places by going to those places. Little need exists for moving cognitive 

skills applicable to a broad array of contexts" (p. 128). The Inuit, much like the hikapukans, 

"lack experience in stepping outside their normal evayday contexts. They appeal to concrete 

examples and pariicular circumstances ... in making decisions and resolving problans" (p. 

129). Al1 students recognized that Inuit science could be learned only by "doing it." For 

example, you cannot teach people to fament mat, to navigate their way across the tundra, 

sea-ice or water, or to cut up a seai without their actuaily doing it. Al1 types of overheads, 

charts and even videos cm be used as teaching strategies, but you c m o t  fully understand 

any of these without experiencing it. 

Three of the graduates spoke about archeological field trips as being their 'bost 

meaningful school science experiences." This finding is not surprising, as northern 

archeological field courses are often meaningful to huit students fiom a socio-cultural 

perspective, in that they mirror respect by acknowledging the aaualscience and technology 

local ancestors used for centuries and recognize the knowledge and skills of the present day 

local people. Northern archeological field courses demonstrate the integration of science and 

culture into local culture and prognims. It is a shame more students do not have access to 

such courses. 

It is important to note th& although few students spoke diraaly about the topic of 

spirituality, they were al1 adamant that spirituaiîty not just be included in science progranis 

but be an important component. Eber Hampton (1 988) identifies spirituaiïity as  one of twelve 
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standards for an aborigi.mil science c h c d u m ,  a standard that enables reflection on science. 

Any incorporation of spirituaiity hto a school c l a s m m  would have to be done with the 

umiost respect. Research by Snively (1990) demonstrates that it is possible to increase a 

student 's know ledge of beach ecological concepts without altering the student 's p r e f d  

spiritual orientation to beach ecology. AIthough 1 believe with Snively (1 990) that student's 

prefared orientations could be used as "bridgefto teadi science concepts, the incorporation 

of any aspect of Inuit spirihiality into a science curriculum would have to be approved by 

community education authority officiah. 

I was surprised by the graduates' in-depth perceptions of Inuit science, especially 

since high school science is tau@ predominantly fiom a Western perspective. A possible 

factor was the traditional upbringing each of them lived and continuecl to live during and 

after their school years. This contrasts greaiiy with the limited traditional experiences of the 

grade twelve students. 

All the graduates stressecl the importance of knowing "bath ways" of "doing 

science." This? they claimed, would aisitre they recnved the best understanding of science. 

"If the culture of science generaiiy hannonizes with a student's everyday culture, science 

instruction will tend to support the student's view of the world, and the result is 

enculturation" (Aikenhead, 1996, p. 222). Aikenhead (1996) reports that enculturation or 

assimilation of d e n t s  into the culture of science is one of the conventionai fùnctions of 

schctol science. Although they did not directly mention assimilation, the grade twelve 

mdents must have had it on heir min& when they suggested strongly that Inuit science and 

Western science be kept separate. As one grade twelve d e n t  stateû, 'Trying to integmte 
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modem science with my science, 1 wouldn't feel cornfortable integrating the two of thern 

together. Just the idea of putting the two of them together, 1 don? know ." Their rationale was 

that the students would fkd the integration coafusing. As well, the grade twelve shidents 

suggested that keeping the two sciences separate may be one way for Inuit students to retain, 

and in some case regain, elements of theV Inuit culture. 

The disempowering effects of the assimilative nature of school science (Western 

science) on large groups of world peoples, including the abonpinai peoples of Canada, have 

been welldocumented (Batriste, 1986; E d e ,  1995; Gallard, 1993; Hocison, 1993; Jegede, 

1 995; Maclvor, 1 995, Maddock, 198 1 ). Ideally in any crossniltural education, students 

should be able to cross cultural bordas fimm the culhue of their everyday world to the 

subcultm of their school science classoom. But as Hennessy (1 993) concluded, "Crossing 

over from one domain of meaning to another is exceeduigly hard" (p. 9). 

Constnictivist theorists support this approach of "ridging the diEerencesW between 

students' orientations and Western scientific concepts. Central to this approach is the teacher 

encoumghg the student to aIlow for the possibility of diffaing beliefs and values (Brooks, 

1987; Cobem, 199 1 ; Driver, 1983,1987; Driver & Erickson, 1983; Osborne & Wittrock, 

1983). Whatever strategies constructivist educators utilize to create such an opportunity for 

students must be modifiecl in such a manner as to acknowledge and reflect the social and 

cultural quaiities of the individual communities (Cniikshanlq L 98 1 ; Hewson & Hewson, 

198 1 ; Beck, 1982; Wangler, 1983). 

Aikenhead (1996) main- that eaculturation is enhwiced when the teacha plays 

the role of a cul- broker i r ,  a pason who helps studenîs cross back and forth ttetween 
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famentaiion cl- it was not the teacher who enabled her to conduct such border-c~ossings. 

1 believe that traditional knowledge (the experience of actually living it). not the teacher, is 

the culture broka which enables this graduate to move back and forth between Inuit science 

and Western science and tecbology. McNeley (1 994) reviewed litetature regarding attempts 

to make co~ections betweai traditional Navajo and Western knowledge and came to the 

following conclusion. 

The pattern which connects may be but need not be built into the curriculum. 
The pattern which connects is in the muid of each stuàent and each individual 
who is guided by, and lives by, the traditional (Dine) teachings ... (p. 14). 

Case for Te- . 

This study i m p k  a m n g  case for teaching Inuit science, basai on my reseuch and 

my own thoughts, experiences and affirmations of what 1 believe are the issues currently 

facing Inuit students in science education. 

Research investiga~g connections between imowledge gained 6om science 

education and cultural suwival have been less than promising. For example some researchers 

(Cross & Rice, 1992; Johnson, 1992; Simonelli, 1994; and Solomon, 1994) have found no 

correlation betwem achievement in environmental education and envhnmentally 

responsiible action. Otha reseafchers (Knamiller, 1984, Layton et al., 1993; MacIvor, 1995; 

Swift, 1992) have ail reported the knowledge, slcills, and values found m the typical Western 

secondary school science curriculum are often isolated and irreIevant to the everyday events 

that cultural sumival. Explintiy, Medvitz (1985) reports, "Science leamed in school 
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is learned as science in school, not as scieace on the f m  or in the health clinic or garage" 

(p. 1 5) .  Fumham ( 1 W2), Hmoessy (l993), Layton et al. (1 993), and Wynne ( 199 1 ) have 

al1 reported that science learned in school can seldom be applied to enhance a student's 

understanding of W h e r  everyday worid, which is ofien fïIled with science-related problans. 

AS well, the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS, 1977) reporteci 

that the primary reason for the low number of aboriginal students involved in science and 

science-related carriers is that school science ofien has linle relevance to the everyday lives 

and cultural siwival of aboriginal students. 

Science is many things to diffaait peoples. Descriptions of what constihites science 

are numaous. For example, Malinowski (1 954) defineci science as 

a body of d e s  and conceptions based on experience and derived h m  it by 
logical inference, ernbodied in material achievements and in a fixed form of 
tradition and carrieci on by some sort of social organization @. 54). 

Based on this definîtion, Malinowski found many principles of traditionai knowledge 

to be scientific. Restrictive definitions of science cm only limit the scope of science taught. 

Aikenhead (1996) acknowledges that "if science education is going to contribute to First 

Nations cultural survival, students wiîi need to leam, and eclecticaliy use in practical 

everyday situations, many ways ofknow~g: Aborigiaal cornmon sense, Abonpinal and 

Western technology, and Abongi.mil and Western knowledge of nature" (p. 228). 
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The students in this shidy perceived Inuit science as both practical and valuable 

knowledge. For the graduates, inuit science is an extension of the traditional way of life they 

lived before, during, and afia th& f o d  schooling. For the grade twelve students, Inuit 

science may be one way to retain or reg air^ aoding or lost traditional inuit ways of thinking, 

believing, and valuing. 

Inuit science is not new, and this should not be forgotten. Inuit science has existed 

as long as the huit themselves. After complethg school, most inuit continue to live and 

work in the Arctic and continue to use the resources of the air, land and water. Inuit still 

travel the land and water routes of theV ancestors and still require siavival skiils. 

This is not to suggest that schools abandon Western science for the sake of Inuit 

science. On the contrary, both sciences should be recognized for their values and the 

contributions they can make toward impmving aspects of Inuit Life. The ideal science 

curriculum that supports cultural survival is one in which sciaice, technology and indigrnous 

knowledge are integrated in such a W o n  so as  to ailow the student to constnict "situation- 

specific knowledge" (layton, 1991; p. 58) for everyday science-related problems. 

In her review of cross-CUIturai science education literaîum, Pomeroy ( 1 994; quoted 

in Aikenhead, 1996) identified nine nsearch agendas where attempts have been made to 

counteract the assimilative nanire of school science: (1) science and engineering career 

support projects; (2) an indigenous social Wues context for science content; (3) CUlhPally 

sensitive instructional strategis; (4) historical non-Western role models; (5) demystifjhg 
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stereotype images of science; (6) science communication for language minorities; and (7) 

kdigenous content for science to explaiq (8) comparing and bridging students' world views 

and the worldview of science; and (9) exploring the content and epistemology of both 

Western and aboriginal knowledge of the physical world. Aikenhead ( 1996) daims that 

agendas 1 -7 lead to the assimilation of students into Western science, whereas the agendas 

8 and 9 may lead to enculturation. 

Measures need to be taken to develop a science curriculum which avoids the 

assimilation and acculturation of aboriginal students into Western science. MacIvor ( 1995) 

proposes to redefine science education this way: to b'transform the science curriculum fiom 

one which is essentially assimilationist to one which honours, respects, and nurtures our 

traditional beliefs and life-ways, and which presents science and technology in a more 

authentic way" (p. 90). 

One curriculum implication is to develop culturaiiy-sensitive instructional materials 

and strategies that (1) explicitly respect dents '  personally and dturally constructeci ways 

of knowing; (2) initiate and promote mmmunity-based student research; (3) facilitate borda 

crossings through the use of traditional talking circles; (4) teach the knowledge, skills, and 

values of both aboriginal and Western science and technology in the context of social and 

culhaal quallties of individual commeties. 

MacIvor (1995) suggests integrating aboriginal and Western science education to 

ensure the survival and weli being of aboriginal peoples. The students in the present study 

suggested that integrahg the two sciences would cause confusion for them. Integrating the 

two sciences couid also create an assimilative situation where students may feel they have 
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to choose one science OVR the other. For exrmiple, one graduate reported that he felt he had 

to adopt the Western perspective on science because he wanted to study medicine. Ys, he 

would definitely require a Western science background to study medicine, but not solely a 

Western paspeaive. As culture brokers (Stairs, 1995), teachers must avoid this situation of 

students feeling they have to choose one worldview o v a  the other. Keeping the two sciences 

separate does not force students to choose between one and the otha. Rather, it provides 

them the opportunity to raid the knowledge repository of each science worldview so as to 

increase their existing science concepts without alterhg their preferred orientation (Peat, 

1 994). 

Inuit science and Western science are based on differrnt epistemologies, and should 

therefore be kept separate and not integrated so as to produce a "hybrid science" of 

traditional aboriginal and Westem world views. Inuit science and Western science should 

be taught in their own domains. Inuit science should not be viewed as a 'Mable alternative" 

to Westem science but rather an equal discipline. 

As the graduates in this study noted, many aspects of Inuit science could not and 

should not be taught within a school sating. Bringing d t u r e  into the school m d a  non-Inuit 

control and in a non-Inuit context triviaiizes and devalues Inuit culture. 

As seen by the community, teachhg traditional culniral science may be problematic, 

If such is the case, then the non-aboriginai teacher can sewe as a fàciliîator in recruiting local 

people to conduct the teaching fbm the traditional perspective. 

Otha cultural jurisdictions have taken different appaches to cwicuium 

development. For example, a CUTTiculimi for Navajo students is based on Navajo uiinking. 
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Their curriculum is developed h m  a Navajo approach to education, developed for and h m  

the Navajo culture. This will increase students' chances of king successfbl and help them 

stay in school longer and leam things that will help thm to be successfid in and outside of 

their home communities (Rhodes, 1994). 

nie Akwesasne Mohawk Board of Education ( 1994) chose an alternative approach 

to Western math and science curriculum development. They pmduced a series of modules, 

Circles & Lines, for Mohawk students in grades 7 to 9. They integrated several school 

subjects (science, math, social studies and language arts) within an aboriginal framework. 

This approach was a shifi away h m  a subject-matter orientation to cunïculum integration 

to a student-centered focus. 

Some researchers have also proposed altanative cmiculurn designs. For example, 

Aikenhead (1 996) proposes a cross-cultural STS scimce curriculum, Le., a science- 

technology-society curriculum. This STS amiculum is a student-centered, critical, and 

environrnentally responsible approach to science and contextualizes Western science in the 

social and technologid setthgs relevant to aboriginal midents. 

Students need a strong sense of self if they are to succeed in school. Not everyone 

may Weve that in school the r d  to success begios with the twher  and Iiismer relatîonship 

with the student, but the nature of the relationship often determines the degree of student 

success. A relatiomhip b d t  on fûndamentai, mutual respect is critical. For the science 

teacher, this means respecMg Inuit students' wddview and life experiences as they pertain 
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to traditionai knowledge (indigenous howledge, ethnoscimce). To broaden students' 

concepts of science, the teacha must be willing to enta the world of the students. That 

means beginning with the knowledge and experience the students bring to the science 

classroom. 

1 believe the bridge that comects inuit science to Western science is one built on 

respect. If the science teacher asks an huit elder to explain to the students the anatorny of 

a seal and the function of its organs h m  an Inuit perspective, this helps reinforce the 

students' traditions and teachings. If the science teacher also has the -dents investigate 

another culturai perspective on seais, for example, usîng biological interpretations of 

anatomy and organ hctions, the students then leam both science perspectives, and at the 

same time validate their own Inuit culture. 

As educators schooled in Western cul-, we seem to be preoccupied with our role 

as d tu re  brokas in creating bridges or links for our Inuit students between the two sciences. 

Perhaps it is time we stop building bridges and foais our energy on providing huit -dents 

the twls, i.e., traditional knowledge and experience, to create their own bridges, fiom their 

own perspective. Our contniution to the building of those bridges would be the pillars- 

respect. 



PART II: SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 

APPENDIX A 

A Review of Related Literature 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this section is to review how teachers and curriculum developers have 

atternpted to improve science education for aboriginal d e n t s .  These attempts arise îrom 

the recognition that valid and relevant science knowledge exists within both aboriginal and 

Western cultures. However, cultural epistemological ciifferences may lead to a process of 

acculturation, assimilation or aiculturation for many abonginal students. Therefore this 

review of liteniture related to the study is divided into four categories: 

I . Science Education for Aboriginal Students 

2. Relationships between Home and School Cultures 

3. Inuit Episternology 

4. Building Culturai Bridges 

Science Education for Aboriginal Stadents 

North American aboriginal peoples are under-represented in science and technology 

car- (Matthews & Smith, 199 1 ; Nelson-Barba & Estrin, 1995). First Nation educators, 

such as Madeline MacIvor (1995), wmt First Nation students to leam Western science, but 

not at the expense of being assimilated into Western culture. Commenthg on the state of 

science ducation for Canadian aborighd peoples, MacIvor (1995) reports that 

Information regarding the state of science &cation for our peoples suggests 
that iittle is bang done. Whüe some schools incorporate Aboriginal content 
and evei Aboriginal languages in the science cmiculum, this is atypical. At 
the secondary levei, science education is characterized by low airollment and 
achievemait levels among our snideats. This limits the number of our yomg 



people who can gain entry into pst-secondary science, technology, and 
health-related programs. Not surprisingly, Aboriginal people are very under- 
represented in science, technology, and health-related programs and 
professions. (p. 74) 

in the literature, conflict of cultures is often given as the fundamental reason for lack 

of success by aboriginal and othaminority students in science. Haukoos (1986) believes that 

the "origin of such low representation dnives h m  a variety of intermediate sources yet 

culture is fiindamental to them di'' (p. 194). Underlying the position of universalisrn (i.e.. 

one science applicable to ail cultures) is the assrmiption that the culture of the dominant 

society is superior. 

Wangler ( 1 983) is blunt about the contrasting perspectives of Western scientific and 

traditional aboriginal thought on nature and man: The world view of Western scientific 

cultures is predicated upon the Aristotelian notion that there is an absolute and necessary 

distinction between man and nature; between the subjective and the objective; between the 

knower and the known" (p. 46). He reminds us that Western scierhfic thinkers such as 

Sigmund Freud, John Dewey and Julia, Huxley W y  beiieve that Westem scientific 

thought is the "only way of lmowingn @. 48). This presumption dernonstrates the hegemonic, 

assimïlating influence of Western science. By con- Wangler uses Carlos Castaneda's 

Don Juan's worldview to niggest that "we move toward much greater tolerance if not 

downright acceptance of other ways of knowing or beingN (Wangier, 1983, p. 50). Cajete 

(1986) reports that "in many cases because they have a different worldview, the Indian 

student has a geat deal of diffïcuity relating to the very technical Western approach to 

science" (p. 3). 
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Deloria ( 1986) believes that these cultural differaices wry over from formal 

schooling to University: 

One of the most painful experiences for Amaiam Indian students is to corne 
into conflict with the teachings of science which purport to explain 
phenornena already explained by tribal knowledge and tradition. The 
assumption of the Western educational systan is that the information 
dispenseci by colleges is always correct and the beliefs or teachings of the 
tribe are always wrong. (p. 3) 

Aikenhead (1 996) claims that the two main goals of school science in Canada have 

been the transmission of Western science and the transmission of the dominant Euro- 

Canadian culture by means of enculturation or assimilation. Students have devised ways to 

resist teachers' efforts to enculturate or assimilate them. One ouch method is Iike a garne 

which has explicit des.  Larson (1 995) refers to these rules as Fatinah des ,  named after 

an articulate high school chemistry student. Fatima's d e s  tells the student how to pass 

school science courses without understanding the subject matter in a meanin@ way, the 

way the teacher assumes the student will understand it. For example, the student manorizes 

oniy the boldface words or phrases in a textbook without reading the textbook. As a resuit, 

the snident does not comect science concepts to his/her everyday thinking. With regard to 

school science, Latour (1987) states that ' b o a  schooling is based on the abiiiw to answer 

questions unrelated to any context outside of the school rwm" (p. 197). 

An ideal situation for aboriginal shidents is to understand scientific ways of knowing 

without sadcing their individuai and cultural ways of constmcting knowledge (Maclvor, 

1995; O' Lou* 1 992; Snively, 1990) . This requircs the integdon of aboriginai science 

and Western science and necessitates studeats' crossing cultural borders. Wolcott (199 1) 



suggests that, for aboriginal students, leamhg science involves culture acquisition and, 

therefore, crossing culture bordas. Aikenhead (1996) maintains that the ease with which 

students cross cultural borders determines the degree of success they achieve in 

understanding Western scientific ways of knowing without sacrificing their individuai and 

cultural ways of knowing. These border-crossings, however, tend to be difficult for moa 

abonginai students because science iastniction rnay disnipt their worldview by forcing t h m  

to abandon or marginalize their traditional way of knowing and replace it with a new, 

Western way, of knowing; the d t  is assimilation (Aikenhead, 1996). Therefore, in an 

attempt to resist this assimilation, Aikenhead (1996) suggests developing curriculum and 

instruction that 

1. make border crossings explicit for students 
2. facilitate these border crossings 
3. validate snidents' pasonally and culturally constructed ways of knowing 

about nature 
4. teache the knowledge, skilis, and values of Westem science and technology 

in the context of societd d e s  (for example, social, political, military, 
economic, and ethical mies) (p. 68) 

Believing that Western science canwt be taught succssfûlly through enculturation 

and assimilation, Aikenhead (1996) proposes an alternative cross-cultural science and 

technology cmiculum. Autonomous acculturation and anthropological instruction could 

achieve this alternative to the conventional Westem science curriculum. Aikenhead (1 996) 

defines autonomous acdturation as "a process of intercuitmi borrowing or adaptation in 

which one borrows or adapts attractive content h m  aaother culture and incorporates 

(assimilates) it into one's indigenous culture" @. 69) . Anthropological instruction teaches 
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the student to treat Western science as a repository to be raided in order to make sense of 

Western scientific concepts (ibid.). 

0 t h  reasons given for the lack of success by abonginal students in science focus 

on appropriate teaching strategies and prefmed leaming styles. It is important to note that 

no single definitive leaming style exists for aborigmal students. Rather, "aboriginal students 

may tend to utilize certain learning styles" (MacIvor, 1995, p. 79). For example, northem 

educaton are often encomged to utilke cooperative learning or group problem solving. 

Swisher and Deyhle (1 992) suggest that there is evidence that aboriginal students l e m  better 

fkom a cooperative learning approach and setting than in conventional cornpetitive school 

classrooms. Garcia and Ahler ( 1992) c l a h  that coopaative leaming is an effective teaching 

strategy for Native American students bezause it is culturaily compatible and may even help 

achieve cultural continuity. H o f h n  (1992) reports similar results for Native American 

students using small-group problern-solving activities. Other researchers have suggested that 

using coopative leaming groups in science impmves both science and language leaming 

(Hirst & Slavik, 1989). 

Another teaching strategy used successfully with abonguial students is active, 

experientiai, hands-on learning- Inuit students have repeatedly mggestecl to me that the best 

way to leam science is to "do" science. Gilliland suggests that 'inost Native American 

children leam much more readily when instruction is multisemory, relevant and active . . . 

and they have the memory of concrete expaience to which they can tie the principle*' ( 1 

p. 59). hother  strategy is teaching science by m-g it with 0 t h  subjects, not teachg 

it in isolation, as this appmach may be more appropriate than the conventional Western 



discipline-based approach to the way knowledge is organized by aboriginal cultures 

(Ovando, 1 992). For example, othas (Gillilanà, 1992b; Hirst Br Slawk, 1989; Ovando, 1 992) 

have endorseci the teaching of Ianguage through science activities. 

latiogphjps b e t w e e m  and School Cul tur~  

Many theones have been suggested over the years to account for the under- 

representation of aboriginal peoples in the sciences. One such explanation was a cultural- 

difference hypothesis of the late 1960's and early 1970's that attriiuted the low acadernic 

achievement of minonty students to differences between the students' home leaming 

methods and environments and those of the dominant school culture. Dumont (1972) 

described the gap between home and school culture for Sioux students this way: 

Inevitably, the days were long periods of desk work, tacher monologues, or 
lectures and rhetorical questions ... these same children were amazingly 
diflerent outside the classrwm: they were noisy, boià, daring and ciirious. (p. 
346) 

Research suggests that school and home cultures are ofim not compatible and in fact 

are often in conflict with one auother (Philips, 1972). At the sarne time, if teachers help in 

"bridging the gap" between the school and home culture, ethnic minonty students could 

improve acadernidy. 

The nature of these culturai différences can be seen clearly in this description of the 

situation faced by Alaskan Aboriginal Educators 

The narive studcnt who aspires to success is forced with the ditncult and 
often dissonant task of marching to more than one dnrm The dilamna of not 
rejecting one's own Bch, culturai hentage while preparing to be successfiil 
in a context which at best ignores or at worst contradicts such a heritage 
dong with its inherent values and &CS is not a simple one. It is littie wonda 



that the native and non-native student (or tacher) f i d s  it difficult to 
recognize, least of al1 appreciate, each other's orientation, efforts, purpose 
and values (S.W. Johnson and Suetopka-Duerre, f 984, p. 49) . 

Culturaily relevant educational programs or cirrricuia could make the difference 

between success and failure for ethnic rninority students. By creating a bndge between the 

school culture and the home culture, the discrepancies between the two are minimized 

(Ovando, 1992). In fact, Williamon (1 994) suggests that a scieme curriculum for aboriginal 

students must be based on their experiences. Such was the thinking of Paul Robinson, 

NWT's first Chief of Curriculum Savices (1969-74) (Department of Education, GNWT, 

1 99 1 ). In fact, the NWI' department of education has adopted the philosophy of culhue- 

based schooling (Department of Education, Culture and Employment, GNWT, 199 1 ) . 

This approach implies that decisions about educational activities are directecl aad 

driven by local individuals and groups who m e n t  the culture. The phiiosophy of d n a ~  

based schooling b ~ g s  about an awarmess of the uniqueness of the abonpinal students' 

cuiturai and environmental backgrounds by basing instructional programs in abonpinal 

culture as opposed to including aboriginal culture simply as content. Culture-based 

schooling also rmgnizes and promotes the valw of students' culhnes and creates pride in 

them by providing not only more meanin@ experiences for students, but also enhancing 

their self esteem and providing them with greater opportunities for success. 

On a cautionary note, merUrin@ eXpenences for aboriginal d e n t s  c m  occur only 

"if native culture is treated not as a subject matta but as the basis of pedagogy itself" 

(Leavitt, 1991, p. 266). As Leavitt (1991) points out, integrating eiements of abonginai 

traditional skiiîs, related howledge and M e &  hto an existing non-abonginal nmiculum 
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may appea. to give validity to aborigmal culture but in fàct may aiuse more harm than good 

by segmenthg aboriginal life in non-aboriginal ways. 

As shown in a study by Lipka (1989), incorporating commmity concerns into the 

school cumculum serves to illustrate how formai schooling cm becorne a supportive 

resource for an aboriginal wmmunity. In this particular case, non-aboriginal educators 

appear neitha to be teachhg the community its own culture nor to be repeating the usual 

dominant-subordinate relationship pattern (Lipka, 1989). 

At the risk of oversimplifjmg, there are two schools of thought when it cornes to 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal world-views. One opts to integrate aboriginal cultural 

knowledge into course process and content The other keeps the two culturaI domains 

sepanite, with cmiculum content and classroorn practice representing each culture equally. 

This bicultural schooling or '*O-way schooling" is requireâ, some maintain, to ensure the 

longtemi sumival of a minority culture (Hanis, 1988). 

1 recall sevaal of my colleagues idorming me, upon my arriva1 in the north many 

years ago, that teaching Inuit children was no d i f fmt  fkom teaching non-Inuit children. 1 

was told that the difference lay ody in the content taught to each group. in fact, differing 

scientific world-views do not have to mean mutually exclusive approaches to fonnal science 

lessons. As educators, however, we must attempt to understand the world as our students 

understand i t  ûnly thm can we begin to appreciate and respect cultural and environmental 

di fferences. 

Learning science through the scieatific processes is not exclusive to Westem science. 

In fact, people h m  all cultures, regardles of their scientific sophistication, have used 
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scienti fic processa in distinctive cultural f o m  to develop technologies mabling them to 

survive. For thousmds of years, these scientific processes have been reflected in aboriginal 

agriculture, medical practices, astronomy, art, ecological practices, and hunting (Cajete, 

1986). 

Regardless of the culture, al1 children b ~ g  to school a base for scientific knowledge, 

skills and experiences. OAen this base ain be related to the schools' existing cwiculum. For 

example, abonguial knowledge and experiences of "country" or traditional vernis Western 

food c m  be applied to h d t h  and nutritioa; conservation practices can be applied to the study 

of ecology. 

What varies across cultures is how people perceive the environment, how they 

classify if and how they think about it (Cole & Scribner, 1974). Western science has 

acknowledged and accepted the emergence of "Ethaoscience" as offering alternative ways 

of viewing and explainhg our world (Burton, 1993; Cajete, 1986; Deloria, 1992). The 

inclusion of traditional knowledge, values and beliefs into mainstream science is long 

overdue. However, Deloria, (1992) has expressed his conam regadhg any Western science 

h e w o r k  which attempts to interpret and understand traditional loiowledge and asseits that 

Western science is not responsiile for "validatingn cumnt hdings or beliefk of ethnoscience 

science. Cajete (1986) defines ethnoscience, within the context of Native Amerîcan culture, 

as 

the methais, thought processes, mind sets, values, concepts, a d  acpaiences 
by which North Amaican groups understand, reflect, and obtain empirical 
knowledge about the natutal world (p. 1) 



in the school science setting, both aboriginal and non-aboriginal students and 

teachers have sornething to contribute to and l em h m  each other. For example, curricula 

and teaching methodologies shouid reflect dl the -dents' world views and recognize an 

aboriginal conceptualization of an independent Miverse. As well, the aboriginal community 

can adapt practices or concepts h m  the non-abonguial school amiculum, which may have 

relevance to solving some of their community problerns. Scnibner and Cole (1 973) note that 

Changes in textbooks, curricuia, and teaching techniques are al1 needed and 
important, but they cannot be counted on to bridge the gulf between school 
and practical life by thanselves. A two-way rnovernent is necessary hae. The 
first, which is already unda way in some experirnental schools, is to move 
evqday life into the school so that subject matter and activities deal with 
some of the same aspects of social and physical reality that the pupils 
confiont outside of school. 

The second has been linle attempted. The techniques of the modem school 
need to be introduced into the context of recognized practicai problems. 
Education m u t  be stripped h m  the classroom and made instrumental in 
traditional settings. (p. 558) 

Perhaps part of the problem ofhaving the abon@ community adapt non-aboriginal 

practices or concepts taught in the sch001 is the fàct that local people, inc1uding elders, may 

not have been asked into the clessnxrm to speak on topics about which they have intimate 

knowledge. Perhaps abonginal traditional knowledge, beliefs and skills have not bem 

acknowledged and respected by the school or scientists. Take for example, the case of the 

missing cari'bou in the eastern Arctic. The Kammtaiak herd of cari'bou is the easternmost of 

the four great herds of barren-ground caribou on the NWT mainiand. in the late 1970ts, 

biologisu thought the herd was on the verge of extinction. They reported that this was due 

to improved hunting techniques by the Inuit, which had led to an over-harvesting of the 
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caribou. But huit elders knew difierently. Finally, one of the sciaitists decided that maybe 

they should ask the elders their opinion. Whm they looked where the eldm told them to 

look, guess what they found! Approximately 300,000 barren-ground caribou which had 

mystenously reappeared! The Inuit knew d l  dong that the caribou had had changed its 

migratory route just as anecdotal records had suggested. The same sort of story is true of 

recent polar bear surveys. Biologists reported a very low number of polar bears on the east 

Coast of Baffin Island. This conclusion was inconsistent with the experiaice of local hunters, 

who maintainecl that there were far more bears than the scientists' survey suggested. In 

Lgloolik, NWT, many huit elders insist that polar bear quotas imposed by the Department 

of Nanaal Resources are quite unnecessary. The reason, they daim, is that bars  are killed 

only when they want to give themselves to the hunter. Bears, when reluctantly pursueci, can 

transform themselva into blocks of snow or ice, or even owls, and so elude capture. 

Biologists doubting this are considered by Inuit eldm as knowing very little about polar 

bears (personal communication, B. Rose and B. Rigby, 1996). 

A number of researchers have focused their research on differiag student 1 tacher 

world-views and their compatî'bility with modem Western (science) education (Cobem, 

199 1, 1993, 1994; Glasser, 1991; Jegede, 1993; Ogbu, 1992; Waldrip & Taylor, 1994; 

Yager, 1993). Cobern (1994) best summarizes the role of culture in science education by 

stating that "science education is s u d  ody to the extent that science can find a niche 

in the cognitive and socio-cultural milieu of students." Yager (1 993) believes that science 

and culture are inseparably linked, in that science has always existed within a cultural 

context In Anica for exampie, one of the nasons why school science has remaiwd foreign 
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to moa children is that educators ofim faü to realize and ndknowledge the aaual sciaice and 

technology local people have been doing for centuries, the knowledge and skills local people 

feei are relevant to them ( K n a d a ,  1989). 

In fact, there are few reports which actually demonstrate the integration of science 

and culture in local cmicula (Haukoos, 199 1). Snively (1990) has shown that by adapting 

teaching materials and strategies to tap into students' interrelated (traditional) beliefs and 

values teachers can help students gain pater understanding of Western science concepts 

without altering the studeats' p r e f d  orientation. (Orientation is the tendency of an 

individual to understand and expaience the world h u g h  a particular h e w o r k ,  

ernbodying a cohaent set of beliefs and values. [Snively, 1990, p. 441 ). Current 

constnictivist cmicula support this approach because they focus on creating an oppominity 

for students to identiQ and articulate the diffefences berneen their own orientations and 

those of Western science. Central to this approach is the teacher's encouraging the student 

to allow for the possibility of differing beiiefi and values (Brooks, 1 987; Driver, 1 983, 1 987; 

Driver & Erickson, 1983; Osborne & Wittrock, 1983). The strategies constnictivist educators 

utilùe to mate such an opportunity for students must be modifieci in such a manner as to 

acknowledge and reflect the social and cultural qualities of the individuais (Cruikshank, 

198 1 ; Hewson Br Hewson, 198 1; Be& 1982; Wangler, 1983). 

It is interesting to note that St Mary's, a succes& Alaskan boardïng school, had no 

special Cumculum for aboriginal snideats (Kleinfeid, 1979). The close relationship between 

the d e n t s  and Stan, as weil as the teachers' anphass on character developrnent, seemed 

to account for student success. This suggests that a cultudy relevant and cumpatiile science 



cuniculum which has been carefùlly adapted to reflect home expaiences mav no1 be 

effective unless teachen are genuinely committed to the academic and personal growth of 

their shidents. 

Building Culturai Bridges: Connections to Aboriginal Science 

The literature suggests that connections can be made between Western science and 

aboriginal science in the following ways. 

I . Include the contniutions made by Dative people worldwide. Native cultures, 

worldwide, have developed knowledge, which has enabled them to survive 

for millainia (Canasco, quoted in Williamson, 1994). Otha researchers 

advocate the teaching of science principles and concepts by utilizing local 

cultural examples, kiowledge and experiences (Cajete, 1994; Gilliland, 

Examine science fiom a broad perspective so as to include aboriginal ways 

of knowing the worid. Aboriginal sudents' understanding of science can be 

enhanced if they are made aware of the ciifferences between Western science 

and abonginai science. Simonelli explains the difference this way: 

Indian science, or ''indigrnous science " as it is somehmes 
caiied, is b W - v  sciencen which draws fieely on ail 
four of the gifLs that have been givm us as human beings: the 
spiritual, emotional, mentai, and physicai. By con- 
Western science dwells mostly on the physical and mental, 
ofiai rejecting the spintual and feeling or emotional qualities 
of life with great arrogance and fïdity (1 994, p. 3 7). 
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Students should have the oppommity to explore phenornena fiom a Western 

science paspective as well as an indigenous perspective. If a coexistence is 

possible, it mua not be at the expense of violating or denigrating traditional 

cultural values. Mutual respect and understanding of tacher and -dent 

cultures seems obvious but yet rare in practice. Nowhere is this more evident 

than in schools. Science education in elementary and secondary schools is 

often presented h m  a white, male perspective. Women, visible minorities 

and non-Western cultures me g e n d l y  not portrayeci as being involved in 

science (Murfin, 1994). 

3. The focus of aboriginal science education should be on the study of 

environmental science thanes i.e., ecological concepts and how these themes 

can help relate Westem science to abonginal environmenial knowledge and 

its relationship to the earth. Cajete (1994) refas to the special relationship 

Native Americans have historically had to the land. This relationship is 

exemplified in scientific knowledge, spirituai beliefs, and traditions. Many 

aboriginal cultures are rich with legends, m y b  and other stories and these 

may provide an enûy mto the study of science (Gilliland, 1992b). In fact, 

Cajete (1994) challenges students to aeate new legends and myths to connect 

newly acquired scientidic knowledge with traditional knowledge. 

A few researchers have notcd the importance of bang aware of local cultural taboos. 

These should be addmsed driring orientations for new teachers (Men & Seumptewa, 1993). 

Alune (quoted in Greer, 1992) a h  cautions teachers avoiding the use of scientific 
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experiments invoiving local culhwl taboos. It is extremely important that students not be 

forced to conduct or participate in scimtific expaimaits, which go against cultural beliefs 

and opinions. 

Comeaing science education to aboriginal science often provides students with the 

benefit of comecting new leaming to prior knowledge and expaimce. But even more than 

that, by connecting science education to abriguial science shows students that science is not 

just a ''white-man's thing" (Grea, 19%). 

It is important that Indian students understand what science is and learn to 
appreciate how science affects their daily lives. By doing so, indian students 
can see that science is somahing that is usenil to them and not something 
which only relates to non-indian nilture (ORBIS Associates, n.d., p. 2) 

Inuit Epistemology 

h u i t  V a l w  about L e a m  

huit today are attempting to revive past values and beliefi that have helped to sustain 

their survival for thousands of years. These attempts are mainly channele- through the 

current educational system in the north. Thae is a recognized need to create an educational 

iink between the past and the present. Anawak (1989) claims that 'iwe as Inuit are taught that 

dl things stem f?om and continue to be tied to the past, and that it must continue to be 

respectexi and preserved" (p. 45). Unfiortunately, in some places in the north this link has 

been broken. For this reason, eldes, parents rmd dedicated educators continue to work hard 

to incorporate key elanents of past traditions into schwl cmricula 

This has been done in an attempt to help Inuit studmts to develop a strong seme of 

self, of who they are. Inuit children in the past, rrceived m d y  home schooling- They w a e  



taught through an oral history in the fom of stories, legends and songs encompassing 

knowldge and skills to ensure their sravivai. They were also taught by example and 

observation, beginning at a very young age. Multi-saisory leaming was encouraged in an 

attempt to show that learning involved the whole body and not just parts of it. Tasks were 

&en repeated, incorporatecl into play, and practiced in order to provide a sense of 

accomplishment and pride. inuit children learned tasks that were meaningful to th& 

lifestyle, environment and ultimately siavival. As Anawak (1989) notes, inuit "chidren 

quickly corne to undastand in my culture that thne-honoured skills and attitudes can never 

be relegated solely to the past; that they aislire a way of life and survival in the present and 

for the friture" (p. 46). huit believe th& children need to relate their 1-g to their family 

and environment. Children also leam by "relating to others and by hearing positive stories 

about th& namesakes and family" (Inuuqatigiit Cornmittee, p. 10). Anawak (1989) details 

the importance of a namesake. 

From the earliest possible time an Inuit child is given an Inuktitut name by 
which he or she wiU be known. This name is bestowed and 'twins' hirn or her 
with someone else much older, who may be living or deceased, and who is 
of importance to the child's family or gmup and was also kiown by that 
name. This name may have corne to the child's parents or close relative in a 
dream or a penetrating thought. In any event the child is thenceforth dealt 
with by al l  as bearing that name. AU manbas of the fàmily and extended 
group then respond to the child according to the relationship they had with 
the previous bearas of that name. (p. 45) 

Leaming and evalwtion occmed smtultaneously. Immediate and positive feedback 

in the fom of praise and encouragement were essential elanents. Children were also shown 

or told how to improve their work or task, encourageci to persist and practice towards 



Bielawski (1990) has conducteci extensive northem research dealing with Inuit 

epistanology. His evidence for Inuit epistemology is drawn h m  a series of interviews with 

Inuit elders in 1985.1 have nmunarized his findings in the table below. 

-- - - 

According to one interviewee: 

1. There are 4 ways of knowing: 

1. hearing it (e.g., knowing about dangrnus ice and snow conditions because 

. she had heard about it) 
il. seeing it (e.g., lmowing the toxicity of kidney fat because she saw a man 

die fiom eating it) 
iii. learning by direct instruction %e used to teach me" (e.g., 1 was told to do 

something in order to learn or 1 was taught) 
iv. 1e-g by a d y  "doing it" (e.g., hunting) 

Another interviewee talked of: 

1. The application of knowledge overheard (e.g., a young boy overhears a fernale 
elder t a h g  about childbirth to a goup of young women; years lata, the man 
uses this overheard knowledge to help deliva his own son) 

2. Learning today (ag., 'Young people can leam about than (algae) by seeing hem 
as well as what they're d e &  1 tell young people about those but 1 never show 
them. They should be shown the real things so thaî they may learn bater. They're 
not going to learn anything if we don? show them. They will probably be more 
curious than Iearn if we try to tell hem odIy" (p. 63). 

Bielawski concludes that ''in Inuit knowledge, there is a ciifference between direct 

instruction and stories told to carry knowledge" (p. 63), and %ow Inuit know what they 

know is more ofien expressed through what they do than in any description of it" (p. 63). 

Ogawa (1995) argues that the westem value system perpeniates the notion of the 

inseparability between the theoretical world of western science and its application to mai 
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world issues. He proposes that separation of the western science worldview fiom its 

applicability to the real world is necessary to allow for a broader definition of sciaice. In 

fact, Ogawa ( 1995) identifies and distinguishes three types of science: 

( 1 ) indigenous science 

is the science of a specific cultural group, not of a specific individual 

may be of a nature that individuals of a culture may neitha recognize its 

existence nor be aware of being govaned by it tacitiy 

a rnight be tacitly tmmfkred b m  genaation to genexation through daily social 

and cuiturai events 

is only coiiectively lived in and collectively experiaiced by the people of that 

culture 

(2) personal science 

is a rational petceiving of reslity, which is unique to each individual 

is science at the penonal level 

(3) western modem science 

a is a collective rational perceiving of feality, which is shared and authorized 

by the scientific comrnunity 

is justified only by the scientific community itself 

dl other institutions are expected to accept it without objections or doubts 

On the other han& Bielawski (1990) beiieves that indigenous knowledge must be 

contrasted with Western science for the purpose of its validation Specifically, Bielawski has 

contrasteci Inuit knowledge with Western science, as it is pracbced in the north. 1 wodd 
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suggest the manner in which science is taught in our northern high schools is not 

signifimtly diffaent fiom Bielawski's description of science as it is practiced. 

B ielawski desmies Inuit knowledge as being consensual, replicable, incorporating, 

and to some extent experimental and predictive. He dso contends there are only four clearly 

discrete distinctions between Inuit knowledge and Western science: 

1. the lack of the concept of controlling conditions for experiment 

3 . increasingly acnwte measurement of space and time 

4. little description of or activity about unexplainecl phenornena, beyond the 
necessity of daily Iife 

He contends that other distinctions between Inuit knowledge and science, while r d ,  

are distinctions of scale and thne (p. 64). 

Bielawski notes the basic pranise of Inuit knowledge that "human activity is a part 

of nature and not separate h m  it" has had detrimental social and environmental 

consequemes for the Inuit (p. 64). 

Histondy, Bielawski likens Inuit knowledge to Borofsky's (1987) description of 

Pukapukan knowledge: b'People leam about canoe building while building canoes. They 

learn the names of places by going to those places. Little need exists for moving cognitive 

skills applicable to a broad array of contexts" (p. 128). The Inuit, much like the Rikapukans, 

'lack experience in stepping outside their normal everyday contacts. They appeai to ancrete 

examples and partidar circumstances..h making decisions and resolving problaas" (p. 

129). Today with the d o n  of the new temitory ofNunavut, Inuit experiences are changing 
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at a rapid pace. This will necessitate Inuit howledge to expand beyond local and regional 

levels. These changes will affect the way in which science is taught and practiced in the 

north. Bielawski contends that this will be accomplished through cultural readaptation. 

"Culturai readaptation will be expressed in how Inuit shape the process 1 cal1 resmch (for 

want of an appropnate term that describes what Inuit research rnight become) using the 

framework of their indigenous howledge" (p. 65). 
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APPENDIX B 

The Field Study: Research Procedures 



Background 

A radically different paradigm for conducting research in the Northwest 

Territories (NWT) is the result of years of inappropriate, unacceptable and degrading 

research about Canada's northem aboriginal peoples (pers. comrn., B. Rigby, 1996). 

Central to this new research paradigm is the NWT Scientists Act, which ensures 

comrnunity control over research processes based on the principle of selfdetermination. 

The Nunavut Research Institute administers the Scientists Act within Nunavut. Research 

licensing and research protocol is a collaborative partnership involving northem 

communities, land daim organizations, federal and territorial government agencies and 

researchers. 

A review of recent literature reveals growing concem for appropriate methods and 

practices in aboriginal educational research. McTaggart, 1989 (in Williams & Stewart, 

1992) reports that participatory action research is an appropriate and powerfùl 

methodology in aboriginal educational research. Ya a dearth of information exists about 

concrete, culturaily appropnate research methods in aboriginal education. It may be that 

indigenous knowledge systans have been ignored by researchers in part because 

they do not have a formal methodology for mllecting, assessing, and using these types 

of a knowledge. 

Raearchers in the north must be aware that they may be asked to modifL th& 

original proposed research design so that it is culturally appropriate and acceptable to the 

cummunity (Chrisjohn, Towson, & Peters, 1988; Stevenson, 1996). For example, huit 

partners of the research licensing agencies may feei that questionnairrs are an invasive 
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and insensitive strategy for donmienting huit traditional knowledge. Historically, huit 

have been aware of research methodologies which resulted in traditional huit laiowledge 

being takm out of context, nduced to melated bits of information and devalued. 

Stevenson ( 1996) suggests that Northan researchers should avoid asking too many 

questions, as this is considered by many huit to be disrespectfiil and therefore an 

inappropriate strategy for gaining information about Inuit traditional knowledge. 

Stevenson also suggests that during the data collection phase, the researcha assume a 

passive, listener's role as a sign of respect As weii, he reports (1 996) that Inuit request 

that their shared traditional knowledge and information be interpmed and presented 6om 

balanceci Western and Inuit perspectives. 

In other jurisdictions, the National Aboriginal Education Policy (1985) of 

Australia also advocates the construction and implementation of appropriate research 

methodoIogies in aboiginai education. This position was adopted in a direct attempt to 

secure self-determination for Australian aboriginal peoples. "Emphasis should be placed 

on action-oriented research and on research relevant to the needs of Aboriginal people as 

defineci by Aboriginal people" (p. 5). 

With this background infonnation in lnind, the present qualitative study was 

designeci to describe a group of Inuit students' perceptions of comectiom berneen their 

school science srpaiences and culture. This quaiitative study reflects a balance of emic 

(Inuit culture as seen nom the inside) and etic (an outsider's, non-huit, point of view) 

perspectives. A strong emk dimension of this study is the use of a modified Tailring 

C k l e  as a data coliection strategy. 



Piiot Study 

A pilot study was conducted with three grade twelve students from an eastern 

Arctic high school in late June 1997, at the end of the school year. The purpose of the 

pilot study was six-fold: to test the very nature of the interview questions, i.e., did the 

interview questions elicit responses on the issues of concern; to observe participant 

interactions; to test m y  efficiency in note-taking and interviewhg techniques; to test the 

length of the interviews; and to test audio-recording instruments. Because ths was a 

cross-cultural snidy, 1 wanted to test the efficiency of focus group interviews and the use 

of dialogue joumals. 

As the students were already writing school exams and preparing for departmentai 

exams as well as graduation ceremonies, 1 found it vay  difficult to recniit pilot snidy 

participants. Of the three pilot study participants, one dropped out because of a 

disagreement with another participant over a rrsponse provided to an interview question. 

This was the very thing 1 had hoped to avoid if at all possible. As well, dialogue journals 

were not well received. 1 found the intewiew questions to be too strucîured and closed- 

ended. In addition to the poor timing of the pilot study, the strategies were counter- 

productive. Consequently, a second pilot study was organized over the next four months 

and conducted in early November 1997. Because major changes were made to the 

research design and meâhodology, the results of the first pilot study w a e  set aside and not 

used in the later analysis. 
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Revision 

Over the summer and early f d  of 1997, the research design and mahodology 

were completely revised. A modifiai Tallting Circle as used by First Nation peoples was 

adopted to ensure each of the research participants' voices were heard. 

While fomulating a compatible cross-cultural research design, 1 envisioned a 

series of four concmtric circles. Each circle comsponded to an open-ended invitation for 

each research participant to share his or h a  thoughts and experiences. For example, the 

outmnost circle corresponded with the fmt invitation for research participants to 

introduce themselves, to talk about themselves in temis of where they grew up, how and 

what they learned within their farnily setting prior to attaiding school. The next circle 

corresponded to an invitation to &are school experiences followed by school science 

experiences. The third circle correspondeci to an invitation to consider the extent to which 

their culture was reflected in school science classa. The center of the circle represented 

each participant's perceptions of connections between school science exphences and 

Inuit culture. 

The idea of using the Talking Circle appealed to me for the foilowing reasons. 

1. 1 wanted to keep my talking to a minimum end my listening to a 

maximum. 

2. Each participant's voice would be recognized in a non-threatening, non- 

intimidating mariner. 

3. The Tallàng Circle sermed to be cultudy appropriate and acceptable. 



The study utilizing the revised methodology proved to be successful and the 

results were incorporated into the aaalysis. 

The research design for this study descn'bes the participants and settuig, research 

strategies, data analysis, and research concems. 

Participants and Setting 

I obtained a research licence fiom the Nunavut Research Institute (Licence 

#O 103096N-M) which enabled me to condua my study. The study was conducted in an 

Inuit cornmunity in the Nunawt Settlernent Area. Participants were selected h m  a group 

of students who indicated an interest in science and culture. This selection resulted in a 

homogeneous group of participants with respect to level of interest (Kreuger, 1989; 

Lederman, 1990; Patton, 1989). 

The group of participants was next divideci into one group of ment school 

graduates and one group of grade twelve students. From each of the subgroups four 

students were randomly chosen. Coincidentally, the number of males equaled the number 

of f d e s  in each of the two groups. 

Research Strategïes 

Initially, I had proposed to use focus group intenriews as a data collection 

strategy. This research strategy was pilot-tested and found to be inappropriate for rrasons 

which can best be explained by contrasting it with the Talking Circle. 

In a Talking Circle (see Appendix C), no one pason is considered "the leader" 

whereas the researcher in a f o m  group înt-ew is often ccnsidered "the leader." The 
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notion of a leader is dispelled in a Talking Circle by virtue of its very design-a circle. In 

a circle, there is no sense of hierarchy: everyone is quidistaut fkom the middle. The 

notion of there being a leader in focus group interviews is ofien established by the seating 

arrangement. Most times, the researcher faces the participants, implying a superior- 

subordinate relationship. 

Silence in a Talking Circle is aot an uncomfortabIe state but rather denotes a time 

of reflection. Silence in a focus group interview is often regarded as awkward, an empty 

space to be filled quickly with words. Listerhg skills need to be practiced consciously in 

focus groups, whereas in Taking Circle, l istdng occurs naturally as a resuit of the group 

structure. 

As evay participant in the Tallàng Circle listens respecdully, energy flows fiom 

speaker to speaker, creating, as Graveline (1996) says 

an opportunity for a different kind of focusing and a different type of 
awareness about the relationship to self, to one another and to the whole. 
We experience having more authority when we sit in circle, compareci to 
when the energy is focuseci on one penon at the fiont, the expert, the 
authority, the one who is imparting to us knowledge - what we need to 
know" @p. 171-172). 

The Talking Circle promotes interconnectedness among participants. The multiple 

interactions within a focus group often intanipt the flow of aiergy and conversation, 

dtimately disrupting any intercomectedness among participants. 

The Talking Circle promotes a sense of calm and relaxation among participants. 

In focus groups, the researche consciously has to be alert so as to avoid distractions or 

aaxieties, whidi may adverseIy affkct his or her abihty to concentrate on the group. 
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In addition to contrasting T a l b g  Circle and focus group intemiews, I reflected 

back to the beluga whale experience (see pages 1-3) and realized that the students had 

arranged thernselves in a circle around the whale and the hunter. I was also rerninded of 

Stevenson's ( 1  996) suggestion that the researcher assume a passive, listener's role, but 

this is not to Say the researcher c a ~ o t  be involved in limited dialogue with the 

participants. This was easily accommodated w i t h  a T W g  Circle, whereas in a focus 

group it is the researcher's responsiiility to keep the conversation going. 

The Taiking Circle in This Study 

The TaIking Circle sessions for one group of participants took place in my home. 

This was the choice of this particula. group of participmts as they preferred a quiet but 

warm and inviting setting for the sessions. The participants and I sat at a table with a fke 

buming in the background. Everyone appeared relaxed and attentive and showed interest 

in the discussions. 

The Talking Circle sessions for another group of participants took place around a 

table with chairs in a quiet school hcility. This was their choice of meeting place. It is 

important to help make the participants feel cornfortable in a fàmiliar seaing (Kirby & 

McKenna, 1989; Powney Br Watts, 1987). 

As comm~t ies  in the eastem Arctic are small in both size and population in 

cornparison to communities in southan Canada, everyone knows one another. Al1 of the 

participants knew me directly or indinctly because 1 have iived in the eastern Arctic 

continuously since 1982. 
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1 conducted two Talking Circle sessions for each group. The Talking Circles were 

serni-structureci in nature, wi th a brief introduction to ensure the main issues were 

addresseci. On occasion I repeated or rephrased questions in order to clariQ meaning for 

students (see Appmdix C for a description of the Talking Circte protocol). The foxmat 

allowed me to gain access to participants' thoughts and experiences as expresseci in their 

own voica. This format also provided the participants the opportunity to make additional 

cornments beyond their original rrsponses (Patton, 1987). Each Tallcing Circle was a 

reflective exercise of which dl participants spoke positively. 

Each Talking Circle session was audio recorded. 1 also made written notes as 

suggested by Hopkin (1 985), Knieger (1 989), and Patton (1 987), so as to avoid missing 

any relevant information such a s  body language, which is commonly used among Inuit. 

At the beginning of each of the first Talkiiig Circle sessions, 1 introduced myself 

fomaily to the participants. 1 then provided them with the background and ground rules 

for the study so that the participants felt at ease sharing their thoughts, opinions and 

experinices. ïhey were then invited to &are their thoughts and their school and out-of- 

school experiences. 

I then idormeci the participants their participation was voluntary and they could 

withdraw h m  the snidy at any time wiîhout any questions being asked and without 

repercussions of any type. Verbal pamission to participate and proceed with the session 

was then asked of each participant 

The Taiking Circle sessions were structureci in the following mariner: the first 

round of the Talking Circle focused on participants' mernoria of growing up, how and 
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what they leamed in family settings pnor to aaending school. This round of the Talking 

Circle involved two stnitegies: the historicd interview and the interview about instances 

(Osborne and Gilbert, 1 98Ob). Historical interviews began with each participant's 

mernories of growing up as well as any experiences associated with growing up. 

Participants wae  encouragecl to r d 1  and relate learning experiences in general. 

The second and third rounds of the first Talking Circle session explored 

panicipants' school experiences and school sciaice experiences respectively. Some of the 

phcipants talked about Inuit science and Western science when discussing school 

science experiences. I took this opportunity to ask than to elaborate more fully on Inuit 

and Western (Qallunaat) science. 

The first round of the second Tallcing Circle session focused on participants' 

perceptions of the extent to which Inuit culture is refiected in their school science classes. 

The second round of the second Tallcing Circle session focused on participants' 

perceptions of connections between Inuit culture and science. In this session 1 wanted to 

know whether huit students understood that dture  and science were interrelated. 

Data Andysis 

"Analysis of any kind involves a way of thinking. It refers to the systematic 

examination of something to detennine its parts, the relationship cmiong parts, and their 

reiationship to the whole." (Spradley, 1979, p. 92) As this research and analysis involves 

culture, Geertz (1973, p. 20) puts it succinctiy when he says that "cultural aiialysis is 

guessing at meanings, assessing the guesses, and drawing explanatory conclusions h m  
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the better guesses, not discovering the Continent of Meaning and mapping out its bodiless 

landscape." 

This qualitative study of Inuit students' perceptions of connections between their 

culture and science is a series of vignettes of thoughts and experiences. Therefore, a 

thematic anal ysis of the data is appropriate. The themes which emerged h m  the analysis 

provideci structure for writing (Eisner, 199 1 ). 

The Talking Circles were audio-mordeci and transcribed for analysis. Upon 

completion of the Taiking Circles, 1 reviewed and re-exarnined the data. Findings were 

shared with each participant for th& reactions and feedback. 

During the initial analysis, 1 nad through the data carefully in the order of the 

invitations for participants to share individual thoughts and expaienca. During this 

process, categories were identified and coded. Reflective thinking about the initiai 

analysis, and discussion with my tbesis supervisor radteci in my rethinking the initial 

data analysis. The second anaiysis r d t e d  in different labels for the coded categories, the 

integration of three codes into one and the emergence of new categories. 

The analysis continueci mtil themes descnibing patterns and relationships among 

the categories emerged. 

Research Concerns 

There are four areas of concern relevant to my study. These are validity, 

generaiizability, subjectivity and ethical considerations. 



V a l i w  

1 need to ensure that what 1 dacribe is as representative as possible of what is 

occurring. I therefore have used two stnitegies to check the validity of this study: 

triangulation method and memba checking. 

To ensure that my intapretation represented accunitely what the students 

reported, 1 applied triangulation across the data collection strategies and participants, viz. 

the audio tape recordings of the Talking Circles, my notes, and the participants' feedback. 

The information collecteci by each strategy was checked against the data collecteci fkom 

the others. 

Mernber checking was conducted at the end of each Talking Circle session. The 

students helped me clarie my interpretation of what went on during the research. Any 

unclear points were addressed at the nnal interview by asking questions such as "I'm not 

nue if 1 undastand X'; "Could you explain Y for me?"; T m  not sure what you as a 

group meant by 2." 

Subjectivity was a fâctor in bot. the analysis and collection O f data. 1 was aware 

that my personal experiences, lcnowledge and beliefk might bias my interpretation. 

The foilowing is a list of my beIiefk which had the potential to bias my thinking 

andior interpretation: 

1) As a student, school science totally dominatecl my understanding of 

science. 



Science seemed to me to be a vast compilation of facts, laws, and 

problems, whicb 1 needed to know if 1 was to make good marks. 

A good science mark meant 1 knew science. 

Science Iabs were just an extanal part of what was science. Seldom could 

1 see any connedon between the lab and what we were doing in class. 

1 related very linle of my school science to my experiences outside of 

school. 

As a tacher, 1 cm say that the majority of students I have had contact with 

have viewed science as a "necessary evil", a required corne for 

graduation. Other d e n t s  had career aspirations, which necessitated a 

continuation of science courses. 

The above biases were ones 1 once had but 1 feel they no longer idiuence my 

opinions. 

nie following statements, 7 through 1 1, refïect my current biases. 

7) Teaching both academic and general science courses in the NWT, 1 

believe that there is far too much attention placeci on writing academic 

departmental examinations This m e r  exacerbates many students' 

already strong aversion towards science. The confining acadanic science 

c m i d u m  leads to a lack of student initiative and imagination and to rote 

learning. The provision of very few practid experiments involving key 

science concepts which snidents can relate to is also problematic and is 
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rrsponsible in large part for the negative attitude most students have 

towards science. 

8) 1 believe that, to shed a new, improved light on science, schools need to 

make meaningfbl connections for snidents with the world around thm. 

For example, cornrnimity based research projects may help students 

develop a deepa appreciation of science and its possible contributions to 

solving sotietd problems. 

9 )  Despite al1 the efforts that have been made, I still question the degree of 

integration of elements of Inuit culture into school subjects in general and 

into science in particular. 1 beiieve there is a real lack of understanding of 

what constitutes cultural science as well as the relationships between 

school science and culture. 

10) 1 believe that students need a science curriculum which has b a n  

constructecl or adapted to reflect th& traditional world views, coupied 

with tachers' deep commitments to the academic and personal growth of 

their students. ûnly then may we find the key to "bridging the différences" 

between student perceptions of cultural connections and school science. 

I 1) I believe that spirituality and social goals need to be co~mected with 

nature. School science needs to view the world as one interconnected 

whole and stop cornpartmentaking nature and anaiyzing it to death. 
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The aim of this shidy is to describe young Inuit students' experiences in school 

science. Specifically the study will rrpresait my perception of a particular group of 

students' experiences in a particular cultural context. 1 intend to provide possible 

meaningful and applicable insights to the NWT Department of Education, to educators 

interested in the opinions of students and recent graduates, and to those interested in 

science and culture in general. 

This study involved human abjects, so 1 took the following steps to protect the 

participants' rights and welfare (SSHRC). 1 obtained informed and wriaen consent fiom 

each participant. As well, verbal permission was audio recorded at the beginning of the 

initial Taiking Circle sessions. 

Voluntary participation and the right to opt out of the study at any time without 

expianation were assured. As well, I agreed not to use any information obtained fkom the 

research pmkipants if they decided to opt out of the study. These points w a e  explaineci 

v a b d y  to each participant 

TQ ensure participants of confldentiality and anonymity, each was asked to choose 

a pseudonym for use in field notes and the thesis. (Kirby & McKenna, 1989; Patton, 

1989). Reasonable effort has been made to disguise the location and characteristics of the 

community9 and participants were assured that any information recorded in interviews 

would not be made accessrile to anyone in the wmmunity. To ensure accuracy and 
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preserve anonymity, each participant was given the oppomuiity to make suggestions 

and/or corrections to the field notes regarding their experiences. 

Tape recordings, field notes and other writings were kept safely out of reach of 

those not directly involved in the study. Al1 documents will be destroyed within five 

years fiom the publication date of the thesis. 

As a researcher, 1 needed to be aware of the possibility of contravening ethical 

boundaries. Thaefore, as stressed by Werner and Schoepfle (1987), it was imperative that 

I keep rny obsnvations separate fiom the participants' statements so as to prevent 

compromising the data with researcher bias and ethnocentrism. Werner and Schoepfle 

aiso stress maintaining cultural relativism in the field as well as in the preparation and 

writing of an ethnographie report. 

Finally, 1 took care not to include information fiom conversations with the 

participants which went beyond the parameters of this specific study. 



APPENDIX C 

Talking Circie Protocol 
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I gave a bnef description outlining the sacredness and power of a traditional 

Talking Circle ceremony as practiced by First Nations people, at the initial meeting of 

both participant groups. A set of basic rules was articulateci and was a d h d  to by al1 

participants and the researcher throughout the initial and subsequent Talking Circle 

sessions. These Nies were as follows. 

one person speaks at a thne 

no one is forced to speak 

no time limit is placed on what the speaker has to Say 

everyone in the circle listens r e s p d l y  to the words of the speaker 

the person on the speaker's left is the next one to speak 

no one is permitteci to criticize or speak negatively of what is shared in the 

circle 

Each Talking Circle began with the researcher stating clearly the intended therne 

for discussion. This was as an attempt to help participants understand what was expected 

of them, collect their thoughts and main focused throughout the Talking Circle session. 



APPENDIX D 

Sample Tdkhg Circle Transcript 



Excerpts from Talkhg Circle 

N: My first day in Kindergarten, 1 was terrifiecl. 1 was crying and Mom dragged me to 
school. The discipline 1 got fiom school was very different than at home. 

Researcher: In what way? 

N: It was foreign to me at school. Discipline like routines and stuff like that. Don? get me 
wrong, 1 grew up in a very strict home but there was a big diffmnfe. There is Qallunaat 
discipline and Inuit discipline. They are not the same. I had to get adjusted to the school 
disciplinary thing and then when 1 go home I had to readjust to Inuit discipline. 

Researcher: What was that like for you? 

N: 1 had a difficdt time adjusting to it. 1 continued to switch back and forth until grade 4 
or 5. Then 1 started going the other way. 

Researcher: What way was that? 

N: Away from home (the Inuit way). 1 adopteci the Qallunaat way. 

Researcher: Can you explain that for me. 

N: That's when 1 started getting into trouble with my parents. 1 knew that my parents and 
family respecteci me but 1 had different respect fiom the teachers. If 1 did a really gwd 
job at school, because 1 really enjoyed school, they (teachers) rewarded me with candy or 
something like that whereas 1 never got rewarded at home. Well, 1 did get rewarded at 
home but in a different way; not a materialistic award. 

Researcher: C m  you explain to me in what way you were rewarded at home. 

N: Mom would say that (verbdy) 1 was doing a good job and stuff like that But I began 
to like the materialistic r e w d  at school much more. (Everyone is nodding in 
agreement) 

Researcher: How long did this continue? 

N: For four years until 1 was in grade 8 1 guess. 1 had a bad experience with my grade 8 
teacher. But you know, my parents, my Mom especialiy never took sides. 1 saw a lot of 
respect (there). 

Researcha: Why do you suppose they did not take sides? 



N: Because they were respectfbi people. 

Researcher: Did you undentand that at the t h e ?  

N: No, 1 didn't. At that tirne I didn't think thcy understood what 1 was going through but 
being traditional they respecteci everybody. One thing 1 hated in school was the textbook 
we were through every day. Writing &off the blackboard al1 the time. 1 just hated 
that. They gave us no concept hands on things, it was just paper stuff. We just sat there 
al1 day. 

My teacher in grade eight used to get mad at us (students) whenever we would 
talk in Inuktitut. That really tumed me off school. 1 had no motivation to go to schools 
but 1 went anyway. My parents asked me to keep going to school. 

In elementary school I had more! hands on experiences but once 1 reached Jr. High 
school it was al1 textbook. There was an SRA program. We had to do those everyday for 
one hour and I hated doing them. 1 knew our comprehension was not good but we were 
made to do the same thing over and over, everyday. And I thought 1 was always behind 
in my schoolwork. I would go out of the classroom to work in the hallway because it (the 
class) was always out of control. 1 used to get pissed off. My previous teachm have a 
lot of high expectations, for my other clasmates and me. Once we reached grade eight 
and nine we were basically out of control. 

Researchex What was it like for you in high school? 

N: I dropped out of high school in grade tm because I had never been away fiom home, 
ever. That was the hardest thing for me. 

Researcher: Where did you attend grade ten and for how long did you stay? 

N: 1 came to Iqaluit for grade ten and 1 stayed for only a few months. Then 1 had no 
choice when 1 went home. 1 had to do either some work or do some upgrading. So I 
chose to do some upgrading. 

Researcher: What type of work do you mean? 

N: Working at Northern Stores. (HBC) 

Researcher: What was your upipading Lice? 

N: 1 had a very good teacher for upgdhg. He showed me a lot of r e m  He told me 
that 1 could still go back to schml in Iqaluit, but 1 neva did He helped me out a lot 

Researcher C m  you teil me in what ways he helped you out? 



N: He helped me realize that 1 can be and do whateva 1 want. I believe he had faith in 
me. i remernber when 1 first arrived in Iqaluit for grade ten. 1 had left my money my 
parents had given me on my dresser and 1 wasn't aware that people aole things amund 
here. 1 lost my money the first &y 1 was here at the residaice. 1 went to the hi& school 
where 1 didn't know anybody and it was that way everyday. I became depressed and 1 
didn't care about my schoolwork. 1 just wanted to go back home. 

Researcher: C m  you tell me about your school science experiences. 

L: Science is exploration. Exploring al1 different sorts of things; it's (scimce) affect on 
society, people. That's what scimce is to me. 

Researcher: What affect does science have on society? 

L: Al1 the good and bad ihings. Like ah..well it's hard to Say what science is. To m e  it is 
just the exploration of d l  sorts of things aroimd the universe and around the world. 

Researcher What was science like for you in high school? 

L: 1 didn't take science in hi& school in Pond M e t  1 finished it in Arctic Bay. 1 took 
Chernistry 10 & 20. 

Researcher: OK. So tell me about your Chem 10 & 20 

L: Chemistry for me was interesting* Leaming about d l  the molecules and chemicals and 
al1 that. If you combine two chernicals and its affect on you. Like if it is dangerous or 
explosive. That's what we leamed in Chem 20 

Researcher: you tallced about molecules, chemicais, combining chemids, where does 
this information corne hm? 

L: From science. WeU fiom scientists. Maybe fian research, 1 don't know. We were 
using textbooks. Some of the things we did in chemistry were deding with the chernicals 
like acids. It was interesting. 1 didn't cornpiete Chem 30 because it wasn't being offered 
the next year so I never went back to that (chexni*) 

L: My science in school was pretty bad bcçause 1 couidn't quite understaad what the 
teacher was saying. They (science teachers) had to be really specifïc in order for me to 
understand science 1 needed examples that 1 could relate to because every time the 
teacher started talking about science and îried to expiain it on the board without any 
examples to show it, that was the West part for me to understand. 

During the time the teacher started tallang about m o l d e s  and some other stuff, 
that is where 1 couidn't understand so 1 just starteci daydreaming instead of listening to 



the teacher. 1 was somewhere else instead of listening to the teacher. Wbenever 1 can't 
understand something in science, 1 just get bord. 

Researcher: Would that be the way sciaice was for you al1 the way through school? 

L: Not really. Back home in Clyde River in junior high school our science teacher used to 
show us interesting and amazing examples. 1 was very interested in science at that time. 
That was science 15 in grades 9 & 10. But when 1 went to high school to take science 25, 
1 just lost touch. 1 used to get pretty good marks in science back home in Clyde River but 
in science 25 in Iqaluit there were so many stmngers and people that 1 felt like 1 was too 
dumb to do it. The teacher was just explainhg it (science) on the board and just writing it 
on the board. (Others nod in agreement). 

Researcher: So you are saying that you have to fed comfortable with the people you are 
around before any learning takes place? ( M. & B 1 nodding and saying uh huh) 

L: In a way but it's mostly about the tachas and how they teach. People have different 
ways of teaching but instead of just writing on the board if they would teach hem by 
their hands, showing them how to do it. I could understand it (science) b a e r  if they 
taught that way. 1 can ranember it more than just writing it in my notebook 6om the 
board. 

Researcher: Do you think al1 science could be taught (using hands) that way? 

L: In some ways, 1 think so but not ai i  the time. 
Researcher. Can you give me an example of where you couldn't teach by showing the 
students with your hands? 

L: Like back home they don? have the proper equipment to show -dents the examples. 
They just make a drawing out of it and they just show it. If 1 couldn't see how the job was 
done, 1 wouldn't be able to understand it. 

Researcher: Did the drawings help? 

L: Not really. I've got to see it to beiieve it. ( Others in group are ali nodding in 
agreement) If there is somebody who knows how to teach science and knows about if 1 
think it would be very interesting to lcam; Iïke on the TV shows, they show some prew 
amazing things. Like on "FM Ne the S c i m  Guy". 1 r d y  Like how he teaches 
science. They show so many examples and sometimes they make it hilarious. The show 
how moa of the examples a week.. visual effects. And most of the young people are 
involved rather than just Sitting there doing nothing. 

F: 1 noticed there was a lot of jargon used in science classes. 



Researcher: What do you mean by jargon? 

F: Like words you have never seen before and will probably neva use again. (Lots of 
laughter) We have to leam too rnuch jargon and 1 had a terrible problem understanding 
what it meant. 1 think dl science is like that. 

Researcher: Do you think anythmg can be done about the use ofjargon in science? 

F: Well, you cant start early by tryhg to understand what the words are, what they mean. 
That's one of the biggest things 1 had problems with in science class was the jargon. It 
just wouldn't stick to my head. She (the tacher) would try to explain it but.. there was 
absolutely nothing 1 could relate to in my culture. Absolutely nothing. 

Researcha: What B 1 taiking about chemistry and he mentioned acids, 1 was thinking if 
there was anything in huit culture in t m s  of food or food preparation that could be 
related to acid. 

F: You know, 1 never thought about it. M a y  because it was directed into a Western 
style of philosophy. We don? have tenninology of those t h g s  because we never used 
them before. 

Researcher: What do you thllik of science in tenns of then? 

F: Now just in tenns of Western philosophy, that's for sure. 1 understand se m c e  as 
trying to expiain how things work dl around us. 

N: We had no science classes h m  k - grade eight. 1 have no recollection of having any 
science ciasses. So when i came to H.S. it was, wow! 

Researcher: That must have been a change for you. 

N: It was a big shock. Science, I've never heard of science. The only subject areas we 
took then were Phys Ed, English, Math, and Social Studies. I remember building igloos, 
but 1 never saw it as science, 

Researcher Building igloos was science? 

N: Yes, but 1 didn't realize it back then. 

Reseafcher: When did you beliewe building igloos was associatecl with science? 

N: There is a lot of science in my dture but 1 jus started making the connection 
because 1 ncently attended the archeology course in IglooMc. 1 was amazed at just how 



much science they (my ancestors) used. They used a lot of technology. Everything they 
made was h m  scratch. Everyhng was so tiny yet everything worked. They had no 
ruler to measure with. They had no tools; they had to use their mental abilities. Our 
ancestors fiom 3000 to 4000 years ago used science. That's awesome. That's when it 
really hit me, it's arnazing. 1 discovaed artifacts during the dig. 

Researcher: But how do you know it was science your ancestors were using? 

N: We had lectures and stuff like that. Nobody told me that science was involved, But 1 
started to malce connedon and then 1 asked her in private "this is science". 

Researcher: But you made the connections yourself! 

N: Yes, 1 made the connections myself. With the tools they used, that was science. 

Researcher: So you had some sort of sense in your mind what science was? 

N: Yes. 

Researcher: So can you tell me what science is to you? 

N: You mean right now or in Westem science? Well, Western Science means something 
to me in a modem way, in a Western way to me its finding out things but 1 can't many 
any co~ection to them because like 1 said I didn't take science until 1 went to college or 
upgrading f guess. But 1 couldn't many any connections with aiî that taminology, d l  
those words, wow, 1 had no examples or demonstrations, none, but during hands on 
experiences. Then in traditional science thae is a diffaaice. I can relate to that science, 
Like science to me is exploration, finding out things and experimenting. That's what 
rny/our ancestors were doing. 1 can remember stories our pndfather used to tell us and 
then 1 started making connections. 1 rralized what they did was part of their sumival 
skiils, science. 

Researcher: Can you recall a story that your grandparents told you that made sense to 
you later but not at the time it was told? 

N: How to make a qulliq and then aying to make that shape. And then trying to make an 
uqsuk, that's science. Then things started clicking for me. They made sleds komatiqs 
with, not out of wood, but out of fish, caribu.. they didn't aaually use that but their 
grandfathers used to teli those stori es.... that's science. It had to be in a pdcuiar shape, 
for a dog team; its the mmection blw the komatik and the dogs. It was stuff like that 1 
started making connections, woah! It was awesome. 



Researcher: How did you make those connections? What was it that enabled you to 
make those connections? 

N: 1 don't know exactly but the teachers didn't make the connections for me. 1 was 
digging the ancestors' house and in the beginning 1 felt really guilty. 1 wondered if 1 
should do this; it was like an invasion but then 1 started to find artifacts and examined 
them and looking through the book or ask the instnictor what it was used for and she 
would explain. When I found something 1 would reference it to the ùistructor because 1 
didn't know what it was used for because it was a srnall piece and she would say it was a 
part of that harpoon head or whatever. 

Researcher: Can you explain what role the instntctor played? 

N: She simply identified the pieces of an artifact for me but she did not make the 
connections for me. It was not untilI asked h a  in private ' W s  is science?' and she said 
'Les". 1 had to justiQ that question 1 asked h a .  Our ancestors didn't see what they were 
doing was science. (al1 in the group nod in agreement) 

B: It was pure intelligence. 

M: It was their sunrival. They made these things, they did these things in orda to survive. 
They didn't say, "Oh! This is science!" (Everyone laughs loudly) 

F: Qallimaat categorize everything and Inuit don't 

N: Yes. When you do science as brainstorming learning, we often say science is 
experimenting and observing. 1 guess those are categories. 1 never really thought about it 
I guess. 

F: 1 don? think Inuit ever used to think in categories. They never used to take things apart 
and think about the pieces. 

B : They do now ! (Everyone in group laughs loudly) 

Researchei-, Why do you think they do that now? 

F: The younger generation for sure does it and maybe the older generation. 1 think it's 
because of ail the new technology in the Arctic nowadays. They have more experienced 
instnictors to teach them now. For example, we should be taught to dissect Because 
inside the body parts, it is very intaesting and you can leam a lot h m  it 

N: But didn't our mothers and M e r s  do that already? 1 remember as kids we watched 
our Dad cutting up ~8nIbou and seal and say to my older bmther, who was becoming a 



hunter then, this is what you cal1 this part and this is how you cut it (Yeah from B 1) so it 
has always been there. They know what every part was and the job it did but for sure they 
didn't cal1 it science. We leamed fiom observation and do you guys remember d l  the s d  
parts, what parts to eat and not to eat; the names of the different body parts. 
F: We were told this information when we were out hunting with our parents. These 
things were told to us when we were tight thae doing it. 

N: That's the way we were tau* If you did it on a blackboard, if you draw a seal and 
Say this is the narne for this body part or this organ thm how are you suppose to make a 
comection without actually seeing them? .... seeing the seal being cut up. (A numba of 
the group says "yeah") You can't learn like that. In the traditional way, we l e m  better by 
observations, by examples and by demonstmtions. 

B: Every time we went caribou hunthg, with my father and grandfather, by climbing the 
mountains after we shot it, they used to show me how to cut it, where to specifically cut 
it. How the bone moves so just by moving it you can feel where to nit it so that the parts 
will corne off easily. With seals, they would talk about it when they were cutting it into 
pieces, how to properly cany it so that it won't keep falling off. 

Rwearcher How did they leam these things? 

B: Yeah, we take evaythuig h m  the animals. We try to use everything. We don't waste. 
We respect the anirnals. One time 1 can nmember my grandfather saying they neva Ieft 
any animal body parts, they used up everything they could The parts humans couldn't 
eat, they would feed to the dogs. 1 can aiso m a n b e r  my grandfather saying that when he 
was a kid every time he caught a seal he had to melt snow in his mouth and then drop the 
melted snow fiom his mouth into the seal's throat. He did this because he felt it was like 
luck or it helped hùn to catch more seals or animals. ( Ali in the group agree by saying 
"yeah") 

N: It was giving back the soui so that there will be more food for evezybody to share. And 
also there will be more food foe everybody to share. And also there are a lot of taboos and 
myths about the animals that if we abuse or don't respect the animals they will fight back. 
(To the others.. "Have you heard about that?" All respond by saying Teah") 

Or if you make fun of them. 

Researcha: Do you believe that? 

N: (Adamantly) Yes, I do. In fact I thidc this sort of thing needs to be e e d  about in 
science classes. 

Researcher: Why? 



N: Because there is a lot of respect the .  And 1 know it would be difficult today, 
especially today with our gaieration. 1 don't think our younger people would believe in it 
but I think it would be worth nying it so that it can be passed on. 

Researcher: You will be finished your tacher training soon. When you go into the 
classroorn to teach science, how are you going to teach science? 

N: I'm going to integrate Iuuqatigiit because that is what we will be teaching, those 
things fiom Iuuqatigiit. 

Researcher. But if we didn't have Inuuqatigiit, what approach wouid you take? 

N: I'm going to have to go through the curriculum, do some research. If the curriculum 
said to teach Qallunaat science, thm 1 would have to take that road. 

Researcher: Would you integrate traditional science? 

N: That would be hard for me to do. 

Researcher: Why? 

N: Like 1 said, 1 don? have a lot of expaience in science but I have an idea 1 don't thùik 
that would be right to do in some ways. Trying to integrate modern science with my 
science. 1 wouldn't feel cornfortable integrating the two of them together. Just the idea of 
putting the two of them together, 1 don't how. It's just that it would confuse the kids 
even more. 
Researcher: In what way? 

N: If 1 tried to teach Western science and traditional science at the same time 1 think there 
would be some confusion trying to relate one science to the otha science. It would be 
hstrating. 1 would prefa to teach the traditional science rather than the modem science. 
1 would get someone else to teach the modem science. But I think it is important that 
students see there are two ways of doing science. 

Researcher #y? 

F & N: Because modem sciaice has a lot of te* a lot of taminology whereas traditional 
science is ai l  han& on, experience and ai l  that 

N: And then 1 could integrate some-part of modern science to explain what that means, or 
h m  the elders paspective. 1 think it is vay  important to receive science h m  the 
Qdunaat and Inuit perspectives. (AU in the gmup agree) 



B: I'd like to share a story. 
Whm we were taking about respect for animals, 1 remember one t h e  when my 

fattier told me about hm&; cariiou that tums into a human or a human that tums 
into a caribou. One of my grandfathas was saved by these inuumariks dMng a period of 
m a t i o n  when they had nothing to eat. Every time you looked at him, you would get 
scared easily because you rnight think he is a demon or some kind of a ghost. But if you 
have respect for them, you are going to have a very successful hunt. My father told me to 
never worship people like that because if you start believing that they are gods, then they 
are going to kill you for sure. 

Researcha: 1s this the same thing as shamans? 

B: No, 1 don? think they were the same things as shamnns but they were probably part of 
the world. Shamans were totally diffnmt h m  what I described. 

Researcher: Do you think this information you have shared with us is important to pass 
on? 

B: Yes, 1 think it is very important to pass on. If they (our anceston) never had respect for 
the animals, they would nwer have survivecl. They told me to bave respect for the 
caribou and if you do, then you will always have success hunting during the caribou 
season. 

Researcha: To what extent do you think this type of information we have been talking 
about here tonight is being passed on now in school science classes? 

N: 1 think some traditional science knowledge is being passed on in the lower grades but 
not in the high school. 

Researcherr Why just the lower grades? 

N: Because h m  k-3, instruction is always in Inuktitut so for me it would be easier to 
pass on that knowledge or read h m  a book of legends. 1 h o w  the lower grades are more 
into that sort of thing but when they mach jimior high school or high school, 1 don't think 
they really believe in them. 1 think it is because of a lot of Qdunaat teachers at this level. 
Did you know there is only one Inuk teacher at the junior high school level here in 
Iqduit? That explains why it is so. 

Researcher: But if the Qaliunaat teschers w a e  idormed of this knowledge by other Inuit 
teachers and Inuit elders, do you think they would p a s  it on to their students? 

N: No! Because I know a lot of QaUimaat people are suspicious, skeptical about our 
mythology. 



Researcher: They don? believe it? 

N: WeU, they do and they don't. It is the same with the new generation right now, 
especially at the high school level. Thai 1 don? see the point of telling you the story 
... thm would you pass it on to your students? 

Researcher: You mean me pmonally? 

Researcher: Yes, 1 would. 

N: Then what is the percentage of people like you who are Qallunaat teachers, would do 
this? 1 don't think very many. 

N: My Dad is a pretty good hunter,; 1 don't want to sound as if 1 am bragging, but if he 
goes out to study polar bears or a herd of cariiou with a bunch of biologists, then I'm 
positive his knowledge is much broder and higher than the biologists; in the Inuit way. 
And I know that he h o w s  something about the animal just by the way it moves. He 
knows when not to disturb that animai and when to stalk that animal. That is Inuit 
science! 

B: Not just Inuit s c i a  ce.... that's science period! 
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The following list is e compilation of specific examples showing connections 

between Inuit cuiture and science. 

fermentation - bacterid / fiingd activity 

engineering in building traditional shelters 

animal body parts - anatomy 

nutrition - aged mat ,  cartilage 

used levers to move large rocks to cache meat 

technology to measure nutritional value of aged meat 

archeological digs of traditional sites 

skin preparations 

dog team teçhnology 

insect development 

medicine 

tool design - harpoon, wick of koodliq, koodliq design 

navigation - ice, water 



The following excerpts are detailed explmations of specific connections between 

Inuit culture and science. 

T: Inuit are nanual scientists. You have to approach it nom the perspective of how the 
mind of a traditional Inuk works and that is you have to look at it h m  the point of what 
they invented, how they dealt with the environment. When you observe it from that point 
of view you realize they did develop ways of utilizing physics, biology and chemistry . 
Physics in the sense where they used levaage whm they cached meat. They used big 
rocks, bouldeis, and there are stones of how Inuit used tools that tells the observer that 
the mind of an Inuk was extranely creative. 

1 think of my own Dad. He would often be faced with awkward situations and 1 
have seen it with otkm Inuit too, the o lda  ones. Their approach to a problem was one of 
using something that was in their hand and they would hmi it into something that would 
benefit them or help them solve their problem, short t em or long term. 1 have seen my 
Dad use a lever. .. we couldn't move a rock so he used a stick. He just Ieaned into the stick 
and was able to move the rock. And when you are out hunting, just the way you carry the 
caribou meat. Inuit found a way to balance weight on their body and not just on one part 
of the body. That's profound when you think about it. 

And just different techniques of finding your way back to your community, 
different techniques of hunting such as using nahlral things lîke the wind and landsites. 
You use the wind and stars to find your way home. Fennenting. How can I forget about 
fennenting. Now there is a bit of interesthg chemisûy in fermenthg meat. The process 
enriches the meat in tenns of its nutritional value. 1 have seen fermenteci food do wonders 
to a person who has been sick. You saw it on people's faces, the craving for femented 
food. Lt has a nutritional value, maybe even a medicina1 value. You can only observe the 
effect it has and using technology we have now you can measure its exact nutritional 
value. This tells me that Inuit are very intelligent in terms of the naniral sciences. 

When an Inuk understands a situation it is bound to be resolved I solved using 
what tesources they have and when you observe that fiom a scientists point of view, you 
just sit then in awe. You can't d y  put a fidl scientific definition on what exactly 
science is in terms of Inuit knowledge but you see it in the lifatyle. The lifestyle speaks 
for itself in tems of scientific accomplishment or the reality of science being applied in 
our culture. If it wasn't for science, we (Inuit) woulddt be here. If it wasn't for the 
harpon . . . it is a long stick that cm be thrown like a javelin but it can still penetrate. 
There are very interesting ways you can observe that h m  a physicists point of view. And 
that is why 1 think it can be very interesting. 

A: Well, if you were out hunting or camping; even the simplest thing like how to pitch a 
tent so that you don" get wind blown or you dont get w& Out on the land, knowing 



whae to go through a certain wata route ... those are examples of traditional howledge. 
How to treat skins, how to butcher cmiioy how to make skin clothing ... 

Traditional knowledge; it ain't be owned but the respect has to be thae: whoeva 
knows something about a certain species or certain animal behaviour, those are the people 
who have the knowledge, who have s e m  it and actually experience it. They know when 
the species mate, they know when the meat tastes better, they know what parts are good 
and not good to eat. 

We are taught never to own anything. Even if it is my own snowmobile, even if 1 
paid for it, in the oldm days, I wouldn't own i t  The whole family owns it. It belongs to 
everybody. Let's Say 1 am out with another family and if they were in need of a 
snowmobile in order to survive, it would belong to them as well. My grandmotha and 
mother taught us that we don? own s W ,  you don? own things or people. A snowmobile 
c m  be replaced but a person can't be replaced. 

A: By experience. You leam by what you do. You become an expert. Like 1 can Say my 
father is an expert on building beautifid komatiks which just glide over the snow and ice. 
This knowledge he gaineci h m  other men, his step-fatha and other hunters. 

1 want to tell you some other examples of where 1 believe are a connedon 
between traditional knowledge and science. The sheltm and tools we used to have, food 
preparation, butcherhg certain animals a certain way because we may be preparing it for 
clothing or food. That knowledge defhitely has some science relevance to it. Take for 
example the ferment4 walm meat We were taught in school that if we lave meat out it 
will rot and we could get poisoning h m  it. But Inuit had also discovered using 
fermentation, that is using fungus and bacteria to make fernienteci or "aged" walnis meat 
is what we cal1 it. It is put under gromd, covered with pebbla or small rocks usually on a 
beach for about 3 months. It is a delicacy, a certain srneil or odor to it. It is also used by 
hunters who go hunting in mid January / February, the coldest months. It gives them a lot 
more energy and keeps them a lot wamia than otha food. It also has medicina1 powas. 1 
just can't explain it but you can s a  the feSuIts in people who haven't eaten for some the .  
Then when they eat it, their face looks full, reddish and healthy. They needed some sort 
of energiza and this gave it to them. 

The geat engineering that huit did when they built sheltm. That effectively 
utilized their resources; they used the seal blubba as fuel for light, heat and cooking 
purposes. They also invented or discovered, whaîever, the qaamuk. The entrance was 
low, almost cniwling level so that the inside could retain heat and not loose too much 
especially in the middle of the winter. Actually qaarnuks and iglwvigas have similar 
designs. Both have a lot to do with air and how heat cises and those are things taught 
during science classes but refefence is not made to what we were living or how our 
shelters were built 

1 want to talk about dog tcams as weli because to me that is Inuit technology but 
using the most of the murces h m  the environment without any synthetic stufK For 
example, the toggles we use for the dog teams. That was a big invention or discovery 
huit made. 1 have started my own dog team and 1 have asked why rny faîher would have 



the traces, or the pi* that is the main rope h m  the komatik to where the dogs fan out 
fiorn. He said he would have the pituk shorter if he was traveling through dangrnus ice 
like if there wae holes or if the ice was breakhg up easily, he would have the main 
toggle called the sanniniaq, on the pituk, closer to the kornatik where he could reach it in 
case one of the dogs went through the ice. He would just release it so that the dog could 
get free without drowning; he could Save it that way. 1 was not aware of that. It never 
even entered my mind. I learned of it when 1 asked hirn (my father) how long he usually 
has his pituk. That was when he told me that it depends; he would have it shorter, closer 
to him so that he could release it when he was traveling on dangerous ice. On land, he 
would have it m e r  from him. 

Researchec Can you tell me more about this toggle. 

A: It can be made out of ivory tu& or m i o u  d e r .  But ivory tusk is better because it is 
much stronger. 
* While A. is drawing this for me, she is also saying: You would fïnd this in old 
archeological sites or old qaamuk dwellings. 

There is a lot of science and technology involved h m .  1 was amazed becaux 1 
grew up when dog teams were no longer used because of the so called epidemics of dogs. 
But fiom what my father used to tell me, 1 was always interested. 1 consider that to be 
Inuit technology. It was invented to ensure their &val. 1-11 give you some examples. 
Al1 of these ropes (on the dog team) are k m  the skin of a seal; the meat of the seal was 
used as food, the blubber was used for h l .  Notbîng was wasted. That was respect for the 
animals, it was giving thanks to the provider of the people. Not only that but it was part 
of survival; you had to use what you had back then; you didn't waste anything. 

Now that you have me thinking of this, last week when 1 was in Pelly Bay; at 
lunch tirne 1 noticed an Inuk had just arriveci h m  a dog team trip so 1 went up to him 
whiie he was tying up his dogs .. .releasing his toggle and so fonh. The bottom of the 
m e r s  of his komatik was al1 made k m  a combination of eartii, moss and fiozen water 
as opposed to the high density white plastic we use today. 1 had always wanted to see that 
but 1 only saw it in the movies. I touched it to see what it was WEe. It was in good 
condition &a being out ail moming and it wasn't broken. 1 asked him how long it would 
last if he used it every day. He said between 4-14 days depmding on the ice conditions. It 
was amazing what my ancestors hed used or invented. 1 have been dog teaming for 4 
years and 1 am still leamhg more things. There are more things that 1 ask about even 
though 1 am not living the way my ancestors did, I have a hi& interest in how simple 
technology like the toggle, the trace and the komatik..how it is built for maneuverability 
and gliding7 why it is not nailed togeth= and why it is lashed up. 

A: My life growing up and even today, 1 still live a good part of my dture. 1 guess my 
knowledge cornes f?om the fàct thaî 1 "lived if' .... 1 lived my culture... I lived off the land, 
surviving, coming fiam a big famiy where ewryone had a part to do in order to easure 
we sunrived. Everything my modier or M e r  did, 1 would obsmre it closely. When my 



father would butcher or cut up a seal, he would nit certain joints or certain areas he would 
avoid cutting because he didn't want sour tasting meat. 1 was amazed whenever he would 
cut without hesitation even when the area he was cutting was completely covered with 
mat ,  he knew exactly where the joint was. In that sense he was a ... what do you cal1 it? ... a 
doctor of anatomy! It didn't matter if it was a seal, car i iu  or fish ... he knew the anatomy. 

1 rememba my father seal hunting. There are diffaent types of seals: ring. 
bearded, harp ... fiom a distance my fatha could tell what type of seal it was. He could 
only have done this if he was exposed to than on a daily basis. That took me a long time 
to figure out how he knew the type of seal h m  a great distance. When we were kids in 
the boat, we would point out a seal to him and then whai it dove under the water and 
surfaced again in a couple of minutes, we woutd Say, 'ubere it is a g a .  He would say 'ho 
it's no the one we are after. It is not the same one you just saw." 1 was confùsed over how 
he knew this. Now that I tmi older, 1 am leaming more on my own, 1 am a d l y  doing it 
rather than just following dong. 1 am starting to realize how he was able to do this. 

Let me teil you another story. We would fish ail summer. 1 would help my 
mother gut fish. She taught me how to nit a certain way. 1 am doing 30 fish a day. 1 
remernber one of them had eggs and she knew, 1 mean, my mother had never been in 
school. She had the knowledge and 1 wondered how she knew. Sometirnes my mother 
would fee? hurt that what 1 was bringing h m  school, 1 would show her but she would 
explain a little bit about what was in OUT own culture, what we had been living but I 
remernber she was fiutrateci. 1 thought she was disappointed with my work but she 
couldn't relate to me. She knew t h e  was something there that we could use h m  
watching the teachers but what we were leaming wasn't something that she had 
knowledge about 1 mean it was the same concept, the same process but different animals 
or plants or whatever. 

Another example 1 want to taik about is the harpoon. That is a technology Inuit 
used. The harpoon head is made in a certain way that when it punctures through the 
animals' skin, it will go vatical, preventing it h m  coming back out through the pimcture 
hole. 1 am very pleased that hunters today still use this technology. It is the key to our 
siaival even though we still have all  this modem equipment and influences of today . 
hunters still rely on it for their catch, There is no doubt that if you puncnire the skin of a 
walnis, seai  or whale .... you have i t  ...dess it h g s  you ofTl (iaughta). For the beiuga 
whale, they use the harpoon head, ujuk rope and floats. The floats are a whole seal skin 
inflated with air. The seal is sewn up where the hind flippers are and around the mouth 
area there is a plug usually made out of ivory. 

Another example is the wick of a koodliq is made h m  peat moss we get h m  the 
tundra and a certain khd of cotton that m e s  out k m  an arctic willow tree, just before 
the fd. This is ail very scientific. 

Inuit knew a lot about plants. Plants were used for medicinal pinposes, for 
teething, for food, for tea. There are many things about plants that haven't been passed 
on. (Remind me to tell you the mushroom story and my grandfatha) A lot ofvitamins 
our bodies needed came h m  plants and anmials we ate. Let me give you an example. 
Before we had apples and oranges, the dodors used to wonder how we got so much 



vitamin C. 1 remember taking Health in school. Our teacher used to tell us we had to eat 
this food and that food to make sure we got the vitamins we lacked. Vitamin C is an 
example. Moa of the sea mammals we eat are very nch in vitamin C. They (health 
teachers, Drs. & nurses) didn't h o w  that. They were telling us we needed vitamin C but 
in fact we were getting al1 kinds of it. Seals have the highest concentrations of vitamin C 
of the arctic sea rnammals. Because the doctors and nurses said we needed vitamin C our 
parents bought apples and oranges. We wae  going in between our food and the food we 
were told to buy. But 1 need country food; my body craves for it. If 1 am going to be 
hunting in February, 1 would rather have seal broth and seal meat in the morning. That 
way, 1 will get quick magy. Whm 1 was living in Ottawa, I think 1 suffered from 
malnutrition. L a  me give you a cornparison. 1 have a high metabolism. Especially in the 
1 s t  week 1 have felt weak because 1 have been traveling and eating Qallunaat food in 
restaurants and hotels. 1 have been getting the shakes because 1 need to eat a lot. Just to 
recuperate myself, I will have boiled seal mat .  After that 1 feel much betta, healthier. 1 
become pale when 1 don't ait my kind of food. Growing up, when we started to eat more 
and more junk food, like chips and pop, my grandparents noticed we were very 
hyperactive. My parents and grandparents said they would eat country food, which is 
good for you. Now that 1 am grown up 1 understand what they meant 1 used to think they 
would Say those things because they didn't like the taste but it was the mergy in the 
country food. 

Another example is the fly, which lays eggs inside the m i u  skin. 1 can 
rernember one summer watching my father came up a caribou. There were hundreds of 
larvae under the skin on its back. 1 asked him what they were. They were well developeà, 
some had tiny eyes, they were white and gooey. He said they were koomuks; parasites of 
the caribou and they tum into aies at a certain time and come out of the skin and through 
the nose of the cariiou That is part of insect developmait in our culture. 

OK. One last story. 1 think 1 was about 7 years old and 1 can remernber my 
grandfather had a big eut. He went to see a d o m  for ointment. The cut wasn't healing. 
So my grandfather told me to go out and collect a certain type of mushroom. 1 can't 
remember the name of it. He descnied to me what it looked like and what it felt like and 
if 1 opened it, it was powdery and al l  the powder, aIl the fimgus in it. (When the 
mushroom is dry, it is powdery and when you pop it, ai i  the powder stuff in it disappears 
because you have broken it). So after he explained that to me, he said for me to go out on 
the land and find some of it. So here 1 am waIking amund everywhae, lwking around, 
up the hill and so forth and 1 fïnaliy found one. It was only one. And the only way 1 knew 
it was the right kind was h m  the times when 1 was out on hikes or walks or playhg out 
on the tundra with my Wends, 1 knew whaî kind of plant he was taking about because I 
had broken it before. We played with it, we have îhrown it at each otha. So 1 brought it 
back and my grandfather used the skin of the mudunom as a bandage and bis cut healed 
up perfdy-  
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